
 

 

Barrington Hills, IL 60010-5199 ~ 847.551.3000 

VILLAGE OF BARRINGTON HILLS 
Zoning Board of Appeals 

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING 

Wednesday, November 9, 2016 ~ 6:30 pm 
Countryside Elementary School - 205 W County Line Rd 

 
AGENDA 

 
1. Call to Order & Roll Call 

 
2. [Vote] Minutes September 20, 2016 

 
3. [Vote] Minutes October 17, 2016 
 
PUBLIC HEARING 

 
4. Text Amendment To Reinstate The Prior Home Occupation Ordinance Under 

Section 5-2-1 And 5-3-4 Of The Village Code As It Relates To The Boarding Of 
Horses And To Repeal Or Redact The Anderson II Horse Boarding Ordinance 
In Its Entirety Through Amendment As Written Under Sections 5-2-1, 5-3-
4(A), 5-3-4(D)2(B), 5-3-4(D)3(C)(2), 5-3-4(D)3(C)(8), 5-3-4(D)3(G), 5-5-2(A), 
5-5-3 And 5-10-7 Of The Village Zoning Code Of Barrington Hills. 
 

PUBLIC MEETING 
 

5. [Vote] Text Amendment To Reinstate The Prior Home Occupation Ordinance 
Under Section 5-2-1 And 5-3-4 Of The Village Code As It Relates To The 
Boarding Of Horses And To Repeal Or Redact The Anderson II Horse Boarding 
Ordinance In Its Entirety Through Amendment As Written Under Sections 5-2-
1, 5-3-4(A), 5-3-4(D)2(B), 5-3-4(D)3(C)(2), 5-3-4(D)3(C)(8), 5-3-4(D)3(G), 5-
5-2(A), 5-5-3 And 5-10-7 Of The Village Zoning Code Of Barrington Hills. 
 

6. Public Comments 
 

7. Adjournment 
 

Chairman: Dan Wolfgram 
 

NOTICE AS POSTED 

Anna IS
Underline

Anna IS
Underline

Anna IS
Underline

Anna IS
Underline

Anna IS
Underline
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   VILLAGE OF BARRINGTON HILLS 
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS – SPECIAL MEETING 

Countryside School  
Tuesday, September 20, 2016 

 
1. Call to Order/Roll Call: The Meeting was called to Order at 6:30 p.m. by 

Chairman Dan Wolfgram.  On roll call, the following members were present: 
 
Dan Wolfgram, Chairman 
David Stieper 
Patrick J. Hennelly 
Jim Root 
Debra Buettner 
Jan Goss 
Richard Chambers 
 
Absent:   None 
  
Staff Present: Anna Paul, Village Clerk 

    Mary Dickson, Legal Counsel 
 
Chairman Wolfgram announced that public comment would be moved to the end 
of the Agenda to allow the ZBA to discuss the motion made by Member Stieper, 
relative to the Horse Boarding Text Amendment, which remained pending from 
the August 30, 2016 meeting. 
  

2. Approval of Minutes 
 

August 30, 2016 
 
Member Hennelly moved, seconded by Member Stieper to approve the minutes 
of August 30, 2016.  
 
On a voice vote, all Members present voted “aye.”  The Motion Carried. 

 
3. Drury Text Amendment/Horse Boarding  
 

Member Stieper opened discussion, stating that for purposes of simplicity, he 
wanted to withdraw the pending motion from August 30, 2016.  Member 
Buettner, who had seconded the motion, agreed to withdraw her second.  The 
motion was withdrawn. 
 
To open discussion on the Drury application for text amendment, Member 
Stieper moved to recommend approval of the text amendment finding facts 
supported it.  The motion was seconded by Member Hennelly.  Discussion 
ensued. 
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Member Goss stated he would vote for an amendment to the existing text, but did 
not support the Drury Amendment.  He wants to grandfather in the big barns, 
and wants to repeal “Anderson II,” but did not want the Village thereafter to do 
anything so that it was not involved in the pending controversy between two 
residents. 
 
Member Stieper stated he would vote no on recommending approval of the Drury 
Text amendment, with the intent to suggest an amendment which would return 
the Village to the status quo which existed prior to adoption of “Anderson II.”   
 
Member Buettner stated that she believed the “Anderson II” amendment was 
problematic, and poorly drafted with multiple loopholes.  She believes the Village 
has an equestrian heritage and that the trail system is important and wants to 
support small boarders, in favor of larger commercial operations which could 
eliminate small horse boarding in the Village. 
 
Member Hennelly commented that in his opinion, “Anderson II” is not on the 
table, the only text at issue is that proposed by the Applicant, and focus should be 
on it. 
 
Member Root commented that he believed the ZBA needed to come to a decision 
relative to horse boarding, and that in his opinion, “Anderson II” has a lot of 
issues. 
 
Following discussion, Chairman Wolfgram called for a roll call vote on the 
pending Motion: 
 
 
     Aye No Absent 
Dan Wolfgram    x 
Richard Chambers    x  
David Stieper    x 
Patrick J. Hennelly    x 
Jim Root     x 
Debra Buettner    x   
Jan Goss     x  
 
The Motion Failed. 
 

4. Horse Boarding Text Discussion 
 
Chairman Wolfgram opened discussion on what the ZBA wanted to do in future 
on the question of zoning involving horse boarding. 
 
Members discussed how best to proceed, arriving at a general consensus that 
“Anderson II,” is flawed, and there is a desire to amend the zoning code to repeal 
it, while drafting language to allow small horse boarding to proceed in the Village.  
For large horse boarding operations, the ZBA must consider parameters which 
will allow continuance but recognize the effects on surrounding properties. 
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Following lengthy discussion, Member Stieper moved to reinstate the prior home 
occupation ordinance under Section 5-2-1 and 5-3-4 of the Village Code as it 
relates to the boarding of horses and to repeal or redact the Anderson II Horse 
Boarding Ordinance in its entirety through amendment as written under Sections 
5-2-1, 5-3-4(A), 5-3-4(D)2(b), 5-3-4(D)3(c)(2), 5-3-4(D)3(c)(8), 5-3-4(D)3(g), 5-
5-2(a), 5-5-3 and 5-10-7 of the Village Zoning Code of Barrington Hills.  The 
motion was seconded by Member Goss.  Member Stieper handed out his motion 
to the ZBA for review. 
 
Rather than continue discussion, Chairman Wolfgram announced he wanted 
discussion to continue at the next meeting.  Member Buettner moved to table the 
discussion on the pending Motion to the October meeting, seconded by Member 
Root.  On a voice vote, all Members voted “aye.” 
 
Member Stieper announced he wanted to add a document to the record of the 
Drury Hearing which was to be included but did not appear yet to be part of the 
record. 
 

5. Public Comment 
 

Chairman Wolfgram called for public comment, which was received from four 
audience members.   Following comment, the time for public comment was 
closed. 
 

6. Adjournment  
 
Prior for calling for adjournment, Chairman Wolfgram announced that the 
October meeting of the ZBA would commence on its regular day, starting at 6:30 
p.m. at Countryside School. 
 
At that meeting, the ZBA will review what Member Stieper has submitted, and 
whether the members believe it is the route to go, or whether they wish to begin a 
process of drafting a new text amendment for consideration. 
 
Motion to adjourn by Member Stieper, seconded by Member Hennelly.  On a 
voice vote, all members present voting “aye.”  The meeting stands adjourned. 
 
Approved:  ____________________________ Dated: _____________ 
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   VILLAGE OF BARRINGTON HILLS 
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS – SPECIAL MEETING 

Countryside School  
Monday, October 17, 2016 

 
1. Call to Order/Roll Call: The Meeting was called to Order at 6:40 p.m. by Chairman Dan 

Wolfgram.  On roll call, the following members were present: 
 
Dan Wolfgram, Chairman 
David Stieper 
Patrick J. Hennelly 

Richard Chambers  
Debra Buettner (6:42 pm) 

 
Absent:   Jim Root 

Jan Goss 
 
Staff Present: Robert Kosin, Village Administrator 
   Anna Paul, Village Clerk 

    Mary Dickson, Legal Counsel 
 

2. Public Comment 
  

Chairman Wolfgram opened public comment, during which time several members of the public 
commented relative to horse boarding, and specifically in opposition to the proposal for a ZBA 
text amendment suggested by Member Stieper.   During this period, as well, dialogue ensued 
between certain members of the public and ZBA members regarding the history of horse 
boarding, the residential zoning of the community and allowances for, and effect of, 
commercial horse boarding in the Village both prior to and after the adoption of what is 
referred to as the “Anderson II” amendment, and the potential effect of repeal of Anderson II. 

  
Member Buettner enquired of the Clerk as to the status of the public posting of written 
comments communicated to the Village, particularly in reference to one comment which was 
receive early in the day, but had not been posted publicly as of the time of the meeting.  
Counsel explained the difference between comments posted for “public comment” purposes at 
a meeting, versus “testimony” presented in writing for inclusion in the record at a public 
hearing.  The Clerk explained that comment was posted as received, however, with the work on 
the recent Hills Are Alive Festival, some comment was not posted as immediately as it was 
received.   

 
3. Approval of Minutes  September 20, 2016 

 
Member Hennelly moved, seconded by Member Stieper, to approve the minutes of September 
20, 2016.  Discussion ensued relative to the minutes and their failure to reflect the amendment 
Member Buettner made to the motion made by Member Stieper concerning the proposed ZBA 
text amendment.  The vote on the minutes will be deferred until referral to the transcript can 
be undertaken to properly reflect the motion under consideration.  
 

4. Member Stieper Text Amendment/Horse Boarding Text Discussion    
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At Chairman Wolfgram’s request, Member Stieper opened discussion on the text amendment 
he has suggested, as amended by Member Buettner, which would remove all changes wrought 
by what has been referred to as the “Anderson II amendment” and reinstate the prior home 
occupation ordinance under Section 5-2-1 and 5-3-4 of the Village Code as it relates to the 
boarding of horses and to repeal or redact the Anderson II Horse Boarding Ordinance in its 
entirety through amendment as written under Sections 5-2-1, 5-3-4(A), 5-3-4(D)2(b), 5-3-
4(D)3(c)(2), 5-3-4(D)3(c)(8), 5-3-4(D)3(g), 5-5-2(a), 5-5-3 and 5-10-7 of the Village Zoning 
Code of Barrington Hills.   
 
Considerable discussion ensued among the members relative to whether simple repeal of the 
Anderson II amendment to the text is the appropriate step in the zoning process, or if the ZBA 
should instead consider whether alternative language, for example, calling for a special use 
provision for commercial board is most appropriate in order to best meet the needs of the 
Village.   Member Stieper closed the discussion stating he thought it appropriate to call for a 
vote on his pending motion, rather than to continue to discuss future proposed text.  
Discussion ensued as to whether the motion was properly moved, and seconded.  
 
Upon review of the transcript of proceedings, it was determined that the following  action was 
taken on September 20, 16: 
 
Member Stieper made the following motion: 
 
To reinstate the prior Home Occupation Ordinance under 13 Sections 5-2-1 and 5-3-4 of the 
village code as it relates to the boarding of horses and repeal or redact the Anderson II horse 
boarding ordinance in its entirety through amendment as written under Sections  5-2-1, 5-3-
4(A), 5-3-4(D)2(b), 5-3-4(D)3(c)(2),  5-3-4-(D)3(c)(8), 5-3-4(D)3(g), 5-5-2(A), 5-5-3, and 5-10-
7 of the village code of Barrington Hills.  
 
Member Buettner moved to amend the motion to include the repeal of any other changes that 
Anderson II may have made to our village code at the time it was enacted.  
 
Member Stieper accepted the amendment, and Member Goss seconded the motion, as 
amended.  
 
The foregoing is the motion on the floor, which is subject to vote this evening. 
 
Following additional discussion, Chairman Wolfgram called for a roll call vote on the pending 
Motion to Initiate the Stieper Amendment for Public Hearing: 
 
     Aye No Absent 
Dan Wolfgram    x 
Richard Chambers   x    
David Stieper   x 
Patrick J. Hennelly    x 
Jim Root      x 
Debra Buettner   x    
Jan Goss      x  
 
The Motion Carried. 
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Discussion ensued as to the date of the proposed public hearing.  For purposes of allowing the 
necessary time to publish the required legal notice, the public hearing is scheduled to 
commence at 6:30 p.m. November 9, 2016 at Countryside School.  
 

5. Adjournment  
 
Motion to adjourn by Member Stieper, seconded by Member Hennelly at 9:38 p.m.  On a voice 
vote, all members present voting “aye.”  The meeting stands adjourned. 
 
Approved:  ____________________________ Dated: _____________ 
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i Before the' Zoning Board of ! 

Appeals 
Villageol 'Barrington Hills 

Re: Text Atnendment/Horse 
, ' Boarding 

Not:ice i's'herebY9iven'thof a 
P·ublic"·Heariri'g ·will be 'held 
on .'wed't'lesdaYi Noyemb~r 9, 
' 20.16 at br30p;m .·by the Zon· 

, ir\ g. Board. of Appeals. of the 
Vi llage o.f Barrington Hil,l.s 

; at Countryside School,205 
W. c ounty UneRoClCl, Bar 

. ringto!1 Hills, concerning a 

I 
proposed ' text omendment 
initiofedby the ' Zon:i,hg 
Boord of Appeals to the VII 
lage'sZonirfg Ordinance, Ti-
tle 56f the Village Code; 
specificallY .an arnen,drnent 
to. SecJ'iolls Section 5·2·1 and 
5-'3 ~4 'onl,e Village Code os it 
relates fo the b'ciording of 
Mrs'es, repealing in its en· 
tirety Ordincmce J4·19 as 
commOnly referred to as the i 
Anderson II Horse Boardrn9 ' 
Ordinance, through amend· : 
ment as written under Sec
tions 5"2·1, 5-3-4(A), 5·3· 
4(D)2(b}, S·3-4(D)3(c)(2}, 5· 
3 .. 4(0)3(c)(8), 5-3-4(D)3(gL 
5-S-2{ a). 5·5-3 and .5-10-7 of 
the Village Zoning Coele of 
Barrington Hilrs. 
A COpy of fheZoning Ordi;. 
nancQ and 'the proposed 
omendm'ent is available for 
e.xamination at the office of 
the Villa'ge Clerk at the ViJ
loge Hall, 112 Algonquin 
Road, Barrington Hills, I L, 
weekdays between 9:00a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. 
All i'nterested porfies are in
vited to dttend the Public 
Hearlngbnd.'wifl be giv~n 011 
opportunity to be heard. 
Written comments on the 
applkation for text amend
ment,to be made part of the 
online record prior to these 
proceeding wHlbe accepted 
in the office ot the Village 
Clerk through 4 p.m. Mon'· \ • 
day November 7,2016. 
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the State of Illinois, DOES HEREBY CERTIFY that it is the publisher 
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Proposed Text Amendment: 

The following proposed text amendment would repeal the changes to horse 
boarding approved in 2014, and return the text to that which existed prior to such 
amendment. 

Text which is stricken win be eliminated, underline text will be returned to the 
Code, and rest will remain as written. 

Section 5-2-1 

AGRICULTURE: The use of land for agricuJtural purposes, including farming , dairyIng, 
pasturage, apiculture, horticulture, floriculture, viticulture, and animat and poultry 
husbandry (including ;---aM the breeding and raising of horses as an , boardiAQ, and 
training of horses ane riders as a hobby or occupation (and. the necessary accessory 
uses fleeGeG for tt4e following : tt:1e handling or storing Gf the produce; provided however. 
that the operatron of any such accessory uses shall be secondary to that of the normal 
agricultural activities. lGE)<~~~ aRim~tlS9andry, and for the breeding, boardiRQ; 
aAd training of her-ses and fider instrucooA. It is recognized specifically that-GWlG+Ags, 
sta&Ies or strUGtures associates with tR9 breeding , eeafEHRQ, anti trainiR§-a6t+V-ities 
taoardinQ and tFaining facilit~esj--may---&)({ieed tAe-~ of building associateG--w#A 
r-e&idential or other uses of lAe land, without attecting a Getermination that the use of 
sush land is deemed agrisultural. This definition of agriculture shall-Aet-e8-6oostftlea-a5 
encompassing or extending to daily or hourly renta~f horses. Such amended definition 
is retroactive an~U-fe.r.Ge..,aM-e#eet-as of June 29. 200e.: 

Section 5 .. 34 

(A) Agriculture: The provjsions of this title shaU not be exercised so as to impose 
regulations or require permits with respect to land used or to be used for agricultural 
purposes, or with n~spect to the erection, maintenance, repair, alteration , remodeling or 
extension of buildings or structures used or to be used for agricultural purposes upon 
such land , except that such buildings or structures for agricultural purposes may be 
required to conform to building or set back lines. In the event that the land ceases to be 
used solely for agricultural purposes. then, and only then, shall the provisions of the 
zoning title apply, 

1 Permits: Other than those FegtHatiefls specifisaUy ~fa~G-for in SUbsection (A)2-a Gf 
tAis-sesHe~he provffiions of tRis title sh~~~ti9n6 or reQuire oefffiits 
with respect to land used Of-te be used for agricult~ 

2. Boardina And Trainina Of J:4oFses A~GeHAstftl~ 
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(8) .Toilets: ~roperties subject to the \I " maeer tOilets for use b' e PFO,lslons of this subsestion II 
Otltaoof portable toilet; m~loyees. boarders and riEl ( .. )2 shall pFO\liEle s or erGlnaFy.-enomtioRS efS and shall-Aet FO/V GFI 

~oor Area Ratio: Properties subject to the provisions of thissl:Jbsection (A12--shcdt 
comply with the maximum ~Ioor area ratio requ.iremeAts appliGal'*Ha single mmf1y 
setashed dwellings as specified in sestion 5 5 10 1 af this title. (Ord . 14 19. 12 1.a 

2G441 

Section 5-3-4 (0) 

(0) Home Occupation : The intent of this wbsection is to provide peace, quiet and 
domestic tranquility within all residential neighborhoods within the viJlage and in order to 
guarantee to all residents freedom from nuisances. fire hazards t excessive noise, light 
and traffic, and other possible effects of busjness or commercjal uses being conducted 
in residential districts. It is further the intent of this StJ9section to regulate the operat ion 
of a home occupation so that the general public will be unaware of its existence. A 
home occupation shall be conducted in a manner which does not give an outward 
appearance nor manifest characteristics of a business which would infringe upon the 
right of neighboring residents to enjoy the peacefuJ occupancy of their dwelling units or 
infringe upon or change the intent or character of the residentiar district. 

1. Authorization : Subject to the limitations of this &Y9section, ,any home occupation that 
is customarily incidental to the principal use of a building as a dwelJing shall be 
permitted in any residential zoning district. 

2 . Definition : A Hhome occupation" is any lawful business, profession, occupation or 
trade conducted from a principal building or an accessory building in a resident ia l 
district that: 

a . Is conducted for gain or support by a fuJi time occupant of a dwelling unit; and 

b. Is incidental and secondary to the principal use of such dwelling unit for residential 
occupancy purposes, except tRat is it reoognized that any barn , stab~e , or aren-aj 
mav exceed th~ze of the dvveJlina unit; and 

c. Does not change the essential residential character of such dwelling unit or the 
surrounding neighborhood. 

3. Use Limitations: 

a. Employee Limitations: 

(1) The owner of every home occupation shall bea person that is a full time occupant of 
the dwelling unit where such occupation is conducted . 



(2) No more than two (2) employees or subcontractors, other than the full time 
occupants of a dwelling unit shall be engaged or employed in connection with ! or 
otherwise participate in the operat;on of, a home occupation at anyone time. This 
limitation on the number of employees or subcontractors shall not apply to 
employees or subcontractors who are not present and do not work at the dwelling 
unit devoted to such home occupation. 

b. Structural Limitations: 

(1) No alteration of any kind shall be made to the dwelling unit where a home 
occupation is conducted that would change its residential character as a dwelling 
unit, including the enlargement of public utility services beyond that customarily 
required for residential use. 

(2) No separate entrance from the outside of the building where the home occupation is 
located sh.all be added to such buHding for the sale use of the home occupation. 

c. Operational Limitations: 

(1) Every home occupation shall be conducted wholly within either: a) a principal 
building or b) an accessory building , but not both. 

(2) The floor area ratio (FAR) of the area of the buHding used for any such home 
occupation shaH not exceed 0.01 (exclusive of garage floor area devoted to 
permissible parking of vehicles used in connection with the home occupation) . ....wAA 
thA A){CAotion of an\! barn. stable. or afeRa:. 

(3) There shall be no direct retaiJ sales of merchandise, other than by personal invitation 
or apPointment, nor any permanent dispray shelves or racks for the display of 
merchandise to be sold in connection with the home occupation. 

(4) No routine attendance of patients, clients, customers, subcontractors) or employees 
(except employees and subcontractors as provided in Subparagraph 3.8.(2) of this 
Section) subsection (0)3a(2) of this section) associated with any home occupation 
shall be permitted at the premises of the home occupation, provided, however, that 
the attendance of up to four (4) persons at anyone time may be allowed for the 
purpose of receiving private instruction in any subject of skill. "Routine attendanceH 

means that the conduct of the home occupation requires persons, other than the 
owner or permitted employees and subcontractors, to visit the premises of the home 
occupation as part of the regular conduct of the occupation. without regard to the 
number, frequency, or duration of such visits. 

(5) No vehicle or mechanical , electrical, or other equipment, that produces noise, 
electrical or magnetic interference, vibration , heat, glare, emissions, odor, or 
radiation outside the principal building or accessory building containing the home 
occupation that is greater or more frequent than that typical o'f vehicles or equIpment 



used in connection w'ith residential occupancy shall be used in connection with any 
home occupation. 

(6) All storage of goods, materials, products or merchandise used or sold in conjunction 
with a home occupation shat! be whoUy within the principal building or accessory 
bui,lding containing the home occupation. 

(7) No refuse in excess of the amount permitted under section 5-3-9 of this title GftaF*ef 
shall be generated by any home occupation. 

{-8) There shaH Be a limit eA the number of horses that are subject to the home 
~pation aGtivity-StJeh that there shaH ,Ret be in exe9SS of-eAe boaFGeG--AefS9-f;1ef 
zonina lotacrs_ 

d. Signage And Visibility: 

(1) No exterior business signs on a principal building, accessory building or vehicle used 
in connection ~/ith the home occupation, shall be permitted in connection with any 
hom,e occupation unless otherwise permitted under section 5-5-11 of this title . 

(2) There shaH be no exterior indications of the home occupation or exterior variations 
from the residential character of the principal building or accessory building 
containing the home occupation . 

e . Traffic Limjtations: No home occupation shat! generate significantly greater vehicu lar 
or pedestrian traffic than is typical of residences in the surrounding neighborhood of 
the home occupation. 

f . Nuisance Causing Activities: In addition to the foregoing specific limitations, no home 
occupation shall cause or create any act whjch endangers public health or results in 
annoyance or discomfort to the public, said act being defined as a nuisance 
under title 7, chagter 1 of this code. 

g. Boarding And Training Of Horses And Riders: Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained in this Section 5-3-4{D), t+he boarding and traj~ of horses in a 
stable and the training of horses and their riders ana Fide~HaA shall be a 
permitted home occupation; provided that no persons engaged to facilitate such 
boarding, other than the immediate family residing on the premises. shall be 
permitted to carry out their functions except between the hours of 8:00 AM and 8:00 
PM or sunset. whichever is later, and further provided that no vehicles or machinery , 
other than that belonging to the immediate family residing on the gremises shalf be 
permitted to be operated on the premises except during the hours of 8:00 AM and 
8:00 PM or sunset, whichever is later. . For prof3emes of less than teA (10) BBfes 
tRess acti'/ities are regulated unGer tRis 6ub.s8Ctiofl fQh-aAs iR addition must GGffi1*Y 
\.vith the r:estFietJons under sUBsections (A)2a(1). (A)2a(3). and U'.)2a(B)-ef...-th+s 
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PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 

Public Comments are submitted by the public and are not reviewed or endorsed by the Village. 

 



Anna Paul <apaul@barringtonhillsil.gov>

Commercial Boarding Text Amendment comments 
jreich@themagisgroup.com <jreich@themagisgroup.com> Mon, Nov 7, 2016 at 2:51 PM
To: dwolfgram@barringtonhillsil.gov
Cc: ckonicek@barringtonhillsil.gov, dbuettner@barringtonhillsil.gov, rchambers@barringtonhillsil.gov,
phennelly@barringtonhillsil.gov, jgoss@barringtonhillsil.gov, jroot@barringtonhillsil.gov, dstieper@barringtonhillsil.gov,
apaul@barringtonhillsil.gov, marydickson@bonddickson.com, patrickbond@bonddickson.com

Chairman Wolfgram;

 

Attached please find correspondence dated 11/7 for your and the ZBA’s consideration for the upcoming meeting
scheduled this Wednesday.  Also, attached and referenced is a table summary of allowances under Anderson II and
earlier correspondence dated 8/15/2016. 

 

Thank you.

 

 

                                                                                Jack Reich

                               

3 attachments

ZBA Letter 2016 11 07 FINAL.pdf 
200K

ZBA Anderson II Table 16 11 07.pdf 
120K

ZBA Letter 2016 08 15.pdf
158K

Submitted by Jack Reich

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=0aef725011&view=att&th=158408f9b7124aab&attid=0.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=0aef725011&view=att&th=158408f9b7124aab&attid=0.2&disp=attd&safe=1&zw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=0aef725011&view=att&th=158408f9b7124aab&attid=0.3&disp=attd&safe=1&zw


          November 7, 2016 
Mr. Daniel Wolfgram 
Chairman, Zoning Board of Appeals 
Village of Barrington Hills 
Barrington Hills, Illinois 60010-5199 
 
  Subject:   Commercial Boarding Text Amendment comments 

 
Dear Mr. Chairman; 
 
 On August 15, 2016, we submitted testimony objecting to the Anderson II Text Amendment.  A 
copy is resubmitted for your convenience.  We remain steadfast in our view that Anderson II must be 
eliminated and proper code constructed that protects neighbor rights and with reasonable commercial 
boarding allowances.  Please consider the following: 
 

I. The attached table gathered from the Village Clerk represents current Anderson II Text 
Amendment allowances.  We suggest simply considering this test.   

 
Does Barrington Hills want a law in place that allows any 5 acre property to 
commercially board 10 horses (plus unlimited owned horses) AND construct a barn 
with a FAR of 10,890 square feet?  The easiest test is to look next door and vision that 
commercial operation, a barn larger than a residence and residual impacts including 
365 day commercial traffic and unknown water pollution as your neighbor.   
 

Anderson II defines these commercial allowances and eliminates Home Occupation rights.  
In 2011, ZBA Chairperson Judith Freeman supported in writing a special use approach to 
commercial boarding.  However, after an Appellate Court found Oakwood Farms in violation 
of code, the ZBA adopted Anderson II in November, 2014.    
 
In order to protect Oakwood, an illegal 7 year retroactive provision was adopted through 
Anderson II.  For the purpose of protecting one resident in a legal dispute; serious and 
negative consequences to R-1 zoning overflowed to the remainder of the Village.   

 
II. Much of the public hearing discussion claims the only issue involves a single dispute and 

that no other situations have occurred with objections in the Village.  That is not true.  
Following is a brief history of a situation occurring on Brinker Road.   

 
 In 2009, Mr. Rick Hardy acquired the property located at 104 Brinker Road 
 Mr. Hardy did not live at the property, but rented it to an individual interested in 

running a commercial horse training and boarding operation. 
 Mr. Hardy and tenant submitted a request for an irregular lot size variance to build a 

new stable in order to manage these commercial equestrian operations. 
 3 Tests exist for Home Occupation, including changing “the essential character of 

the neighborhood.”   
 5 adjacent neighbor properties opposed the variance and construction of a new 

barn.  Neighbors submitted extensive testimony objecting, and offered solutions 
that would not eliminate the ability for owner/tenant to commercially board.   

Submitted by Jack Reich



 These properties have unique characteristics (as do most in Barrington Hills).  As 
example, the subject property is isolated from Brinker Road and requires use of 
access/egress on neighbor property easements for commercial operations.   

 On September 19, 2011, the Zoning Board of Appeals voted to deny the request for 
variance.  Both Chairperson Freeman and Member Anderson voted with the 
majority and upheld Home Occupation protections with the Findings stating: “the 
requested variance would alter the essential characteristics of the locality.”   

 
Under Anderson II, this property (notwithstanding irregular lot size restrictions) could NOW 
construct a 10,000+ square foot barn and commercially board 10 horses, plus house 
unlimited owned horses.  Commercial operations and traffic are allowed 7 days per week 
from 6 AM to 9 PM.   Neighbor’s rights under Home Occupation are eliminated with 
Anderson II.  All property owners in Barrington Hills acquired their property with R-1 
residential rights expectations that are eliminated under Anderson II.  With further abuse, 
the Village is likely to face additional litigation.    

 
As one of the neighbors involved in the 104 Brinker variance dispute, we are grateful for the 

leadership of Judith Freeman and active support of Member Anderson.  Along with other Members, Mr. 
Anderson visited the property and witnessed firsthand that the commercial operation would have 
negatively impacted the neighbors’ residential rights and they both voted to deny the variance.  

 
During recent public testimony, an equestrian “expert” witness from Virginia, called by Mr. JR Davis, 

offered valuable insights.  He concisely stated that every property is unique and requires different 
requirements for impacts from water pollution, grazing requirements, etc.   In addition, when asked by 
Member Chambers, he suggested a common rule for restriction is 1 horse per acre.  The ZBA has not 
offered any examples in Illinois or the country where unlimited number of horses is allowed by stated 
code like those established in Anderson II.  In addition, the change from reasonable limits such as the 
secondary building being smaller than the primary residence to a 10,890 square foot construction opens 
a slippery slope to preventing Barrington Hills’ long held traditions restricting commercialism outside of 
Home Occupation.   
 

Please immediately restore R-1 zoning and Home Occupation rights by eliminating Anderson II … 
and thereafter move forward with reasonable code for commercial boarding and equestrian operations.   

 
     Respectively submitted; 

 
     Jack E. Reich 
 

Cc:  Trustee Colleen Konicek Hannigan, Trustee Liaison to ZBA 
Ms. Debra Buettner, ZBA Member 
Mr. Richard Chambers, ZBA Member 
Mr. Jan Goss, ZBA Member 
Mr. Patrick Hennelly, ZBA Member 
Mr. Jim Root, ZBA Member 
Mr. David Stieper, ZBA Member 
Ms. Anna Paul, Clerk, Village of Barrington Hills 
Ms. Mary Dickson & Mr. Patrick Bond; Village Attorneys 

Submitted by Jack Reich



 

Anderson II Text Amendment Allows 

5 Acres 10 Acres 
Commercial Boarded 

10 horses 20 horses horse limits 

Owned horse limits unlimited unlimited 

Total Horses Allowed Unlimited Unlimited 

Prior Approvals required None required, effectively eliminating 
for commercial boarding neighbor rights under Home Occupation 

Floor Area Restrictions 10,890 sq. ft. 21,780 sq. ft. 
for all buildings, etc. 0.5 times total lot area 

Commercial operations 6AM to 9 PM, 7 days per week 

Submitted by Jack Reich



 
 

*Allowances under Anderson II Text Amendment prepared from information 
supplied directly from the Village of Barrington Hills. 

Anderson II Text Amendment Allows 

5 Acres 10 Acres 
Commercial Boarded 

10 horses 20 horses horse limits 

Owned horse limits unlimited unlimited 

Total Horses Allowed Unlimited Unlimited 

Prior Approvals required None required, effectively eliminating 
for commercial boarding neighbor rights under Home Occupation 

Floor Area Restrictions 10,890 sq. ft. 21,780 sq. ft. 
for all buildings, etc. 0.5 times total lot area 

Commercial operations 6AM to 9 PM, 7 days per week 

Submitted by Jack Reich



 
          August 15, 2016 
 
Mr. Daniel Wolfgram 
Chairman, Zoning Board of Appeals 
Village of Barrington Hills 
Barrington Hills, Illinois 60010-5199 
 
  Subject:  Public Hearing comments:  Commercial Boarding Text Amendment 

 
Dear Mr. Chairman; 
 

Every resident that acquires land in Barrington Hills cherishes our open spaces and tranquility, and 
wants to protect our 5 acre residential zoning.  All of us moved here respecting and enjoying equestrian 
activity and none of us favor dense development or spread of commercialism. 

 
Public discourse during the ZBA hearings incorrectly focuses on a single dispute.   Instead, we call 

the ZBA and all residents’ attention to the negative consequences of Anderson II Text Amendment for 
the majority 5 acre properties.  These residences are in beautiful, historic neighborhoods and many 
share common easements.  

  
On June 17, 2014, then ZBA Member Kurt Anderson was kind to meet with me and discuss 

commercial boarding.  My interest was to discuss the importance of establishing proper limits on horses 
for the majority of 5 to 10 acre residential neighborhoods affected by commercial boarding.  While 
Member Anderson was sympathetic, he stated at that time that any code changes needed to find a way 
to legalize Oakwood Farms.   
 

In July, 2011; then ZBA chair Judy Freeman authored official opinion favoring special use.  Later, the 
Appellate Court ruled Oakwood did not comply with Home Occupation, allowed by the infamous 
“Schumann letter”.  So, in order to legalize Oakwood and create a Riding Club corridor for commercial 
self-interests; Anderson II passed with a 7 year retroactive provision.  That approach placed the Village 
in a proactive position of favoring one resident over another in the midst of legal proceedings. 

 
Unfortunately, negative consequences of Anderson II also serve to destroy the residential rights of 

our 5 acre neighborhoods.  The chart found below is not my interpretation, but represents summary 
information provided to me from the Village clerk and an enforcement officer on the Text Amendment.  
Any ambiguity only further points to flaws in the code for purposes of enforcement.   

 
 Unlimited numbers of horses are allowed on 5 & 10 acre properties 
 Commercial boarded horses are minimums of 10 on 5 acres or 20 on 10 acres. 
 No approvals are required from the Village to establish commercial operations 
 Under Anderson II, no restriction for use of common easements exists and commercial traffic 

is allowed.  If easement language does not restrict commercial operations, provisions reverse 
to the allowances of Anderson II. 

 Particularly unsettling is change to floor area ratio restrictions.  For instance, my wife and I 
could install a horse stable and riding areas sufficient to house 40 or more horses on our 10 ½ 
acres along Brinker; forever changing the character of that pristine road.    
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One only needs to view the massive structure with associated necessary lighting, parking and road 
access for that 2 year construction on Algonquin and Old Sutton roads.  This indoor and outdoor polo 
and boarding facility was granted a special use for personal use only.  One can question if the current 
Text Amendment will now allow that property to be used for unrestricted commercial boarding under 
Anderson II.   It is also fair to wonder what Barrington Farms has in mind or what new construction may 
await neighbors of Oakwood under the Text Amendment that those owners so vehemently favor. 
 

These facts highlight the destruction of residential rights caused by Anderson II.   
 
For several years, attempts have been made to polarize our community between pro and anti-

equestrians.  That is a false narrative.   However, it is true that an extreme equestrian group seeks to 
turn our Village into a commercial boarding destination and use our public facilities and private trails for 
the benefit of residents and non-residents.  We do not oppose commercial boarding.  Large scale 
boarding operations that are not offensive to the residential condition of each neighborhood are part of 
our Village’s character. 

 
However, residential rights and protections of open spaces free of excessive commercialism has 

always been a hallmark of the Village.  Anderson II constructed an illegal 7 year retroactive provision in 
order to build a work around for the benefit of one resident.  The Village reversed its original cease and 
desist actions against Oakwood Farms in order to favor alleged special interest motivations of members 
of the ZBA and Trustees at that time.   

 
We request that the Village immediately reverse the illegal 7 year retroactive provision of 

Anderson II to the original state of Home Occupation.   Furthermore, we support the ZBA’s 
construction of an appropriate code with reasonable limits on horse occupancy and building 
construction.  We also request that the Village initiate an independent and official inquiry into what 
appears to be illegal actions taken to adopt the 7 year retroactive Anderson II code.   

 
Please, Restore our Residential Rights! 
 
 
     Respectively submitted; 

 
     Jack E. Reich 

      26 year resident 
 
 

Trustee Colleen Konicek Hannigan, Trustee Liaison to ZBA 
Ms. Debra Buettner, ZBA Member 
Mr. Richard Chambers, ZBA Member 
Mr. Jan Goss, ZBA Member 
Mr. Patrick Hennelly, ZBA Member 
Mr. Jim Root, ZBA Member 
Mr. David Stieper, ZBA Member 
Ms. Anna Paul, Clerk, Village of Barrington Hills 
Ms. Mary Dickson & Mr. Patrick Bond; Village Attorneys 

Submitted by Jack Reich



 

 

Anderson II Text Amendment Allows 

5 Acres 10 Acres 
Commercial Boarded 

10 horses 20 horses horse limits 

Owned horse limits unlimited unlimited 

Total Horses Allowed Unlimited Unlimited 

Prior Approvals required None required, effectively eliminating 
for commercial boarding neighbor rights under Home Occupation 

Floor Area Restrictions 10,890 sq. ft. 21,780 sq. ft. 
for all buildings, etc. 0.5 times total lot area 

Commercial operations 6AM to 9 PM, 7 days per week 

Submitted by Jack Reich



October 14, 2016 

 

Dear Barrington Hills Zoning Board of Appeals Member, 

The motion to repeal the 2014 ZBA text amendment and to re-instate the old home occupancy language is an extremely 

divisive and legally dangerous move. The reason this village is so divided, and has been embroiled in legal contests on 

the topic of horse boarding for several years, through the current suit against the village filed by James Drury, is because 

the home occupancy language failed to protect the common practice of horse boarding as it has existed in Barrington 

Hills for many decades.  

There is clear evidence that horse boarding has existed in this village since the village’s inception. However, the first (and 

only) resident to legally challenge the home occupancy language was James Drury. His multiple lawsuits against the 

village, against his neighbor, and most recently again against the village, though directed at closing a single horse 

boarding operation, have now put all horse boarding in legal jeopardy. The home occupancy language has been 

determined “not to comport” with horse boarding in the published court ruling in Drury v LeCompte. That published 

court ruling sets precedent. 

The old language never protected any type of horse boarding. We went along blissfully with our heads in the sand, until 

one resident became angry with his neighbor, and found his Achilles heel in the courts by contesting his ability to legally 

board horses. That Achilles heel will now be exposed for the other 16 existing commercial boarding stables in the village. 

If you recommend this course of action, you will be plunging those operations into a legally untenable position – even if 

for a short time – you will leave them vulnerable. I know this is not your intention. 

Mr. Drury has very expertly manipulated the legal system, the Board of Trustees, the ZBA and the residents of this village 

to promote his vendetta against his neighbor. It is time to put a halt to his antics which are at best self-serving and, at 

worst, divisive and destructive to our community. 

One ZBA member in particular seems to be bent on revenge, and is using his position to exert it. Mr. Steiper speaks with 

confidence as if he is an expert on the topic, but in fact he is not. He has presented many half-truths and misrepresented 

many, many details with no basis in fact. Though I am not in agreement with pursuing any changes to the existing 

language at this time, I welcome the opportunity to speak to you on the topic in the capacity of a true expert. I am 

certified as an equestrian professional by multiple institutions and our National Olympic discipline governing 

associations. I am bound by the certifications I hold to speak honestly and factually on all equestrian matters. I am 

requesting the opportunity to do so; to answer all of your questions and to also set the record straight on some gross 

misinformation that has been served up as fact. 

You are at a juncture in the history of this village where you have opportunity to do great things, to protect the rural 

character and the historical equestrian nature for which this village is renowned. It is imperative that you do this with 

great care, with in-depth understanding of the issues, and with complete comprehension of the long-term consequences 

of your actions. Do not base your actions on misinformation and half-truths. The re-instatement of the home occupancy 

language will only serve to throw this community back into turmoil. Instead, take time to understand the intent and 

consequence of the existing language. Perhaps with just a few tweaks to clarify or better manage certain aspects, you 

can be the heroes who put this topic to rest in a way that satisfies all residents, equestrian and non-equestrian alike. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

 

Jennifer Rousseau 

USEA, USHJA and USPC Certified Trainer and Instructor 

OSU and CSU Equine Breeding and Management Certified 



Village Clerk <clerk@barringtonhillsil.gov>

Stieper Amendment
David Russo <drusso@arccommercial.com> Mon, Oct 17, 2016 at 10:23 AM
To: bot@barringtonhillsil.gov
Cc: Robert Kosin <rkosin@barringtonhillsil.gov>

Dear Board of Trustees,

I know you are busy, so I will keep this very short.

 

My wife Marla and I are very much in support of horses in the Village of Barrington Hills, however,
the current ZBA Ordinance 1419 is extremely one sided and not in the best interest of our
residents. Please support the Stieper amendment and repeal ord. 1419.

 

In the thirty six years we have lived in this village, both Marla and I have given many hours to
Village government. I was on the Plan Commission for approximately fourteen years and Marla
was Village Clerk for about fourteen years. Over the past thirty six years, I do not recall ever
meeting anyone who was against horses in the Village. As Chairman for the Plan Commission for
fourteen years, I personally spent countless hours convincing developers that they needed to
include horse trails in their development. As a professional realestate developer for the past forty
five years, I realize that ancillary uses are important to the development but the ancillary use
should not be the primary focus. It is inconceivable to think that the Village would allow the horse
owners to operate without Village oversight, especially with regards to construction and
maintenance of animal boarding facilities. I cannot imagine there being a restaurant in Barrington
Hills and the Village having no inspection rights. The horse boarding is no different.

 

Please support the current Stieper amendment.

 

Thank you,

David & Marla Russo    
11 Woodcreek Road

Barrington Hills, IL 60010

Phone (847) 4265222

drusso@arccommercial.com

tel:%28847%29%20426-5222
mailto:drusso@arccommercial.com


J.R. DAVIS 
81 Meadow Hill Road 
Barrington Hills, IL 60010 

October 3, 2016 

Dear Neighbor and Friend: 

I hope this letter finds you and your family in good health and enjoying the fall in 

Barrington Hills. It is with great urgency and importance that I am writing to you once 

again, and requesting that you consider the new zoning amendment proposed by Zoning 

Board of Appeals Member David Stieper at the last Zoning Board of Appeals Meeting. 

On September 20, 2016, the Zoning Board of Appeals (the "ZBA") met and unanimously 

voted against recommending the zoning amendment proposed by James Drury. After this 

vote, Member Stieper proposed an amendment to the zoning code, which would delete 

the "Anderson II" amendment, or Ordinance 14-19 (attached), from the Village Code. 

Ordinance 14-19 allows residential property owners in the Village to board horses on their 

properties, and it regulates how such boarding facilities may operate, including the hours 

of operation, the number of horses, the floor area ratio requirements, and the app li cab le 

standards for waste management, lighting, nuisances, toilets, and traffi c. (Village Code, 5-

3-4(A)(2)(a)(i)-(ix) .) 

As you likely remember, Ordinance 14-19 was enacted after much consideration and 

debate in the Village. The impetus for Ordinance 14-19 was the September 21, 2011, 

finding of the illinois Appellate Court in LeCompte v. Viilage of Barrington Hills, 2011 iL 

App (1 st) 100423, stating, "We find that the commercial boarding of horses does not 

comport with the overall intent of the Zoning Code." At that time, the practice and 

understanding of many Village residents was that horse boarding, including the boarding 

of horses for pay, was permitted throughout the Village. As such, the Village amended the 

Village Code to clarify its intent to permit horse boarding in the Village and to prevent 

residents with existing horse barns from being in unintentional violation of the Village 

Code. Deleting Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code will take us back in time and erase 

both the clarity and the regulations that it provides. 

Once the ZBA votes on Mr. Stieper's proposed amendment, it will move to the Board of 

Trustees for consideration. To demonstrate our opposition to this proposed Amendment, I 

hope that you will join me in sending a signed opposition to the Village Clerk. It is my hope 

th at we can garn er enough opposition t o this proposa l to trigger a two-thirds voting 

requirement for the Board of Trustees, 1 which is entirely appropriate for an amendment 

that undoes months of debate and drafting by our former Village leaders and will lead to 

more uncertainty regarding the status of horse boarding in our equestr ian Village. The 

Village Code counts statements by property" owners ." Thus, if multiple people living at 

your property would like to sign the statement, p lease include all names on the same 

statement, and only submit one statement to the Village . 

Please consider the impact deleting Ordinance 14-19 would have on our equestrian 

community. If you are opposed to this amendment, please complete and send the 

Secti o n 5-1O-6(G) of t he Vill age Cod e provides t hat if t here is a "written protest aga inst any prop osed amendment 

signed and acknowledged by the owners of twenty percent (20%) of the property p roposed to be altered," enacting th e 

amendment will req uire a two -t hi rds vote by the Board of Trustees rather t han a major ity. 



attached opposition to the Village Clerk. You may send additional comments regarding 

Member Stieper's proposed amendment to the Village Clerk at 112 Algonquin Road, 

Barrington Hills, Illinois, 60010-5199, Attn : Anna Paul, or clerk@barringtonhills-il.gov. 

The next ZBA meeting is currently scheduled for Monday, October 17 at 7:30 p.m. at 

Countryside Elementary School. If you are unable to submit your statement to the Village 

Clerk prior to Friday, October 14, 2016 at 5:00 pm, please bring your statement to the 

meeting or give it to someone attending the meeting to submit on your behalf. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

J.R. Davis 

Chairman, Barrington Hills Farm 
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Public Comment for the Zoning Board of Appeals Meeting Scheduled for October 17,2016, 
Regarding the Zoning Amendment Proposed by Member Stieper 

I am J.R. Davis, Chairman of Barrington Hills Fann, and a resident of the Village 

of Barrington Hills. I am speaking on behalf of myself, a landowner and resident of Barrington 

Hills, and as Chainnan of Barrington Hills Farm. 

I want to speak to you briefly about the zoning amendment proposed by Member 

Stieper. Mr. Stieper's amendment seeks to delete the language passed by the former Zoning 

Board of Appeals in February 2015, which has been referred to as Anderson II. The Anderson II 

Amendment both (i) allows and (ii) regulates horse boarding on residential property. (Village 

Code, 5-3-4(A)(2)(a)(i)-(ix).). As you have heard throughout the recent ZBA meetings, 

Anderson II was the result of a court decision stating that commercial horse boarding was not 

consistent with the Village Code and the subsequent outcry from many residents who disagreed 

with this decision. The fonner ZBA then spent months considering and debating whether to 

modify the Village Code and the result of these efforts was Anderson II. Deleting Anderson II 

from the Village Code will take us back in time and erase both the clarity and the regulations that 

it provides. 

Additionally, deleting Anderson II from the Village Code will interfere with 

ongoing litigation. If the motivation for this amendment is to stay out of court proceedings, the 

ZBA should be aware that enacting this amendment will do the opposite. The Village was sued 

by Mr. Drury in a declaratory judgment action, and deleting Anderson II from the Village Code 

will give Mr. Drury the same result he is seeking in litigation. 

Finally, myself, Barrington Hills Farm, and a number of other Village residents 

have sent short statements to the Village for inclusion in your ZBA packets expressing our 

opposition to this proposed amendment. Unfortunately, I did not see these protests included in 



the version of the packet that is available online. I do hope that you consider the number of 

residents opposed to this proposal prior to voting on it. 

Please consider the uncertainty and ambiguity that will result from deleting 

Anderson II from the Village Code and the hard work that went into drafting Anderson II. I urge 

you to vote against this proposal. Thank you for your time and service as representatives of our 

Village. 

2 
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2016 Horse Boarding Public Comment 10-17-16 

Submitted by Jennifer Rousseau, 127 Buckley Rd, Barrington Hills, IL 

• Clearly this is a topic too important to resolve with a knee-jerk. 

• The old "Home Occupancy" language is the reason why we are still wrestling with this 

issue. It was the Achilles heel for all horse boarding operations large or small - we just 

had our heads in the sand until Mr. Drury decided to go after Mr. LeCompte. 

• The history and heritage, as well as the legacy, of our village is at stake. 

• Members should execute due diligence in understanding all aspects of the issues, 

including: 
o Fully understanding the existing 2014 ZBA wording, and implications. Some of the 

comments from a number of members of this board indicate that you are not well

versed on the 2014 ZBA text amendment. 

o Understanding how commercial boarding operations support equestrian activities and 

help sustain equestrian communities. Develop language that will protect and encourage 

that support. 

o Identifying best practices as they apply to commercial boarding farms and how that may 

differ from small farm best practices. 

o Identifying common operating principles of commercial boarding operations, many of 

which are illegal under the proposed home occupancy language, ego Employee 

restrictions, machinery restrictions, accessory building restrictions. 

o Aligning horse boarding definitions and regulation under the "agriculture" umbrella, as 

it is recognized at the state level, and as it is recognized in every successfully sustained 

equestrian neighborhood across the country. Why should dairy farms, beef feed lots, 

hog farms or poultry farms be permitted the agricultural freedom to have appropriate 

accessory buildings, structures, storage and machinery, while horse boarding is not. 

That is a complete disconnect. 

o Examine and recognize the typical investment a commercial horse boarding and training 

farm makes in their property, and seek ways to protect and encourage that investment. 

o Beware of half-truths and revenge-driven misinformation, which have been flowing 

freely - and some of the worst offenders are members of this board. 

• 'This process and your influence on history is too important to a vast majority of residents to 

make decisions based on inaccurate or incomplete information. Mr. Goss' bias has been evident 

since the first meeting this year which addressed horse boarding, when he referred to 

equestrians as "Radical Equestrian Jihadists". It is clear by Mr. Steiper's statements in the 

various ZBA proceedings, as well as through his own internet mouthpiece, the Barrington Hills 

Observer, that he has clear bias. Sadly, he has deliberately mislead this board and the residents. 

Examples include: 

o His reference to the Livestock Management Act - which doesn't apply to horse 

boarding. 

o His extremely misleading characterization of the zoning regulations as they are applied 

in other very successful equestrian neighborhoods and communities such as Aiken and 

Middleburg - yes, they are different communities in their general constitution, but they 



have measures in place which protect, preserve and encourage equestrian activity, 

under agriculture, which he conveniently left out. 

o He holds up Mettawa as an example of an equestrian community, despite the fact that it 

is now devoid of horse farms because of a lack of protection and regulation. 

o He claims there is nowhere in the country where Agriculture is permitted in a residential 

zone, though he has no argument with our own antiquated code which supported dairy 

and hog farming as permitted uses, and apparently he has not done his homework, as 

the R-A designation is alive and well in thousands of communities across the country. 

o He has actively verbalized his support for special use permits, pointing to the expert 

architect, John Blackburn's, testimony at a recent public hearing as clear evidence in 

favor of special use, but he was quick to change the subject when the architect also 

stated that he "doesn't deal" with special use permits in his practice - indicating that 

special use is clearly NOT the norm. 

o He has wrongfully accused the local branch of the United States Pony Club of benefitting 

from the 2014 ZBA amendment, the irony being that this organization in 80 countries is 

dedicated to teaching absolute best practices of horse management and equestrian 

sportsmanship to thousands of young equestrians around the world - the vast majority 

of whom keep their horses at home, not in boarding barns. 

o He threw out the notion that some crafty stable owner could buy all of his boarders 

horses for $1 each in order to circumvent the horse density regulations and then rent 

the horse back to the owners, simply highlighting his complete and utter ignorance of 

horse ownership and transfer of ownership regulations which exist in every breed and 

competition association in the world. Just another "Trumpesque" abuse of his 

microphone and position to instill doubt where none exists. Please, ask me about the 

ownership, liability, insurance and stable lien implications that his ridiculous assertion 

conflicts with. 

o He claims that the BOT has a history of not allowing boarding in the village. His evidence 

is an action of the BOT from 1960 where they disallowed a boarding operation. The 

people who were conducting the operation did not live in the village and did not follow 

village ordinances. He was corrected by Mr. Abboud Sr - the distinction was that the 

people running the business were not residents. He omitted this information, again, 

deliberately misleading the public into thinking that the BOT acted on the notion that 

boarding was not allowed - this is false. 

o Perhaps the most egregious example of his biased and misleading campaign against 

equestrian activity in the village: He quoted, loosely, a statement from Judy Freeman in 

her petition to co-defend the village against the Drury lawsuit, that the 2014 ordinance 

affected her ability to board horses. He then indicated that this statement created a 

conflict of interest, casting into doubt the legitimacy of the previous ordinance. He then 

stated that Judy had a personal interest in the outcome because she boards horses. He 

lied - she does not board horses. He failed to point out that every resident in the village 

has the potential to be affected by this ordinance because it affects everyone's ability to 

board horses. He failed to communicate that his definition of conflict of interest is not 

supported by state law. In fact, in order to comply with his own made-up definition of a 



.. 

conflict of interest, only persons who do NOT live in the village could sit on our village's 

zoning board. 

o The substance of Mr. Steiper's remarks on August 30 were nothing more than a 

campaign speech. His speech was in excess of 20 minutes, and his new motion to repeal 

the current zoning ordinance places every boarding barn owner and every boarder back 

into the same position that they were in in 2011, when the appellate court decision was 

published. The consequences of David's motion would be to place these parties in 

harm's way and expose the village to litigation not from one property owner, but from 

more than a dozen barn owners. 

• As I have written to this board on more than one occasion, I do have expertise in all aspects of 

horse boarding, care and management, from small to large, scale. I have lived and worked in 

equestrian communities across this country and around the world - in Canada, New Zealand, 

and Germany. Additionally I am accredited as an Instructor and Trainer by two National 

governing bodies. I am an Advisor to the Instructor Certification process of the United States 

Eventing Association. I am further accredited by both Ohio State and Colorado State universities 

in Equine Breeding and Management. I would welcome the opportunity to speak on the facts in 

a dispassionate and educational manner, to answer all of your questions honestly, and frankly, 

when necessary, to go toe to toe with Mr. Steiper on some of his more blatant misstatements, 

so as to properly set the record straight. I do not kid myself by believing that either Mr. Goss or 

Mr. Steiper will be swayed by facts and truth, or will actively seek solutions which lift up the 

equestrian history and heritage of this village. I am hoping that the rest of you will execute a fair 

and balance examination of the whole picture to produce the best long-term solutions for 

current and future residents, without knee jerky, vengeful moves like the one proposed today. 

David's motion to repeal the ordinance does nothing other than to inflame the hostile environment 

toward equestrian activities that he's been instrumental in creating and perpetuating. Rather than take 

up this motion, the fundamental question here for the members of the zoning board to consider is - why 

is it necessary for David to lie, scheme and manipulate this board in order to persuade others to vote to 

put us back in the ditch? 



Holly Jauch 
7 Cross Timber Road 
Barrington Hills, Il 60010 
224-588-6782 

Meeting 10/17/2016 

Hi my name is Holly Jauch. I live at 7 Cross Timber Road, Barrington Hills. My 

purpose of speaking is to share a few of my opinions concerning horse boarding 

along with voicing my aspirations of hope that this Board of Appeals will make 

correct zoning recommendations/ultimate decisions based upon facts at hand 

and the betterment for our community. 

First, our home includes a horse stable. We board our own horses along with a 

few other horses owned by family and friends. We've been in the community for 

(13) years. We've opened our home to family, friends, and neighbors within our 

community to host open door functions or share some of the amenities we have 

at our home. Concerning our farm, some people have said we operate one of the 

best demonstrated practiced stables including farm maintenance, beautification 

of the grounds, and care of the horses, which in our book of standards comes first 

on the list. It saddens me to hear some of the things that have been said at these 

meetings by residents of our community about how horse people versus those 

who have opted to live in the country without them have less of a value system. 

From these meetings I've learned we have formed definitions of equestrians 

versus non-equestrians with implications that horse people don't value our 

property or comply with existing ordinances as those who do not have horses. 

Prior to moving to our farm I underestimated the magnitude this change would 

have on my value system. I knew the importance of maintaining a high standard 

for my home in prior residences but the farm expanded our standards based upon 

having the increased responsibility of horses being at home. My husband and I 

believe that the operation of our farm poses significant responsibility on us to 

provide a well maintained and safe environment for our horses and at the same 

time- be good neighbors, compliant with the zoning ordinances. Our farm is a 

large investment to say the least and we want it to maintain its market value ... just 

like everybody else. 



I was aware there were issues surrounding horse boarding when I first moved 

here. From my understanding some people thought the zoning ordinances should 

be more clearly defined for boarding operations while other's thought it should 

remain under the general home occupation provisions or keep it a low profile to 

stay out of the limelight for any scrutiny. We now have the current zoning since 

2014, result of the Anderson Amendment which Mr. Stieper wants to eliminate 

and put us back to 2006. 

I feel sorry that two individuals that used to be friends whom now have significant 

differences have brought the Village to be the mediator and/or resolve the 

differences by creating additional conflicts and further separation of the Village 

residents. I also feel badly that any board member, committee appointed or 

village elected would believe it appropriate to use his or her own personal agenda 

as a platform to drive his or her personal opinions into zoning ordinances without 

assessment of the benefits to our community pursuant to sound and proven facts, 

not likes and dislikes. As Mr. Davis has suggested on several occasions and 

distribution of articles provided by development experts, this board if 

contemplating change to what is existence today, needs to enlist experts to help 

identify best demonstrated practices of any zoning area that is under scrutiny of it 

works or it doesn't work. Change should only be made for the better. 

Personally, I believe that several of our current zoning ordinances should be 

challenged from enforcement. In other words we seem to be unable to police our 

area residences as it relates to several of the zoning ordinances expanding well 

beyond horse boarding. Please take the time to review building development, 

home occupation in its complete form, nuisance, and all others for that matter. 

In fact, it appears that by review of the abandoned and/or foreclosed properties, 

the standards practiced for maintaining a home with or without farm doesn't 

matter when it comes time to poorly maintained property. Further, it appears 

that the homes under bank ownership are not being maintained at all during the 

process of auction and/or sale. I lived for several years next door to a home with 

"squatters" as the residents until it was finally sold. This truly exposed us to 

safety risks. This home didn't have horses on its property. 



I also have a neighbor who likes to burn, not once in a while but all the time all 

day. From both a health and safety perspective, it's awful for horses and humans. 

And, the neighbor doesn't own horses. 

Then, I have a neighbor who operates a massive business operation. Multiple 

building structures, extreme day and night lighting, excessive traffic, large amount 

of waste, high noise volume, inability to get vehicles in and out of the cult-de sac 

subdivision including blocked emergency access due to cars parked on streets 

closing access to the only entrance/exit. I have contacted the village 

administration concerning the amount of square footage under roof that this 

"residence" includes to what appears to be total disregard to building 

requirements, general home occupation, special use permit filings, and nuisance 

ordinances. It has been 4 weeks and I am still waiting for a response. And, the 

neighbor doesn't own horses. 

What's my bottom-line. The current zoning changes as proposed by Mr. Stieper 

in my opinion would be a knee jerk reaction to what appears to be a personal 

agenda. This puts focus on the horses when in reality, a horse boarding 

operation is a business and like all businesses operating in a residential area 

should comply with zoning ordinances. To make a decision to change what got 

implemented in 2014 without any further investigation of what works and what 

doesn't work spanning across the multiple zoning ordinances is a frightful act that 

would be an injustice to our community. There are more issues at hand and 

importance than horse boarding .. .Iook around. 



 

 

STATEMENTS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

[ or a the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I'~~~: \~~~~~~~~~l~k~k~e~l~~~t~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~I/~ DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I'~;~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I'~~~~~~~~~~~~'~~~~~~(~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. _ 
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PRINTED NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~ . I, _------\-------"'=-''----'-----=--=~~--~-~'''-----L-'"L--'---''------''''"--''~~---- , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stie 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. ~ 

o~~ 
SIG NED 

~-\ r-lcTCA VuAJ(,€aUY 
DATE 

PRINTED NAME / 

:9. /() / Z/9/~ /? L 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member Davi Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PRINTED NAME 

55 D LJode..e L\\ 
ADDRESS 

:f:>Q\C~~\o{'\. \-h\\S , ~L 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, A \wA-- ~J6~\ . , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

I 
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ADDRESS ~ ~ 1 
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Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, 15 Ri/1fL ~) am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into th pub lic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PRINTED NAME 

/ 7 eoJ'~ t) A-i"'-.! L4-J~ 

J 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I,~~~' ~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Vi llage of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

DAT E 

PRINTED NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I' ~~~~~' ~~4 ~~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Vill age of Barrington Hills Zon ing Board of 

Appeals. 
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PRINTED NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~~r v~~ ________________________ ~ ______ ~~ ___________ ,~opposed 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

fJk~ 
PRINTED NAME 

:2.1-3 OTIS 16ct.A 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1~~~~~~~~u~~~~1 ~~(~~1 J~_ ~~~~~~~~~~ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protecti o n and freedo m t o operate best practi ce horse boa rding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

APpe~ 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, CJ~{'0 RA~\;-S- ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

o the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIGNED DATE 

PRINTED NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ·~~~~~v~l~~~~l~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

e public record of the Vil lage of Barr ington Hill s Zoning Board of 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,,_~_·_~_~_·~_)_~_~~~L __ · _____ ,!~)~ 
to the amendment proposed b BA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delet~ 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . __ -------

.---'-
-~.,.-." 

- ... -
.--

Furthermore, I believe the current.J.eI~;:s proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

~d by th;;Jl~:tees in 2015 p.r=ides tbe light balance of neighbor 
."...., 

protectioo ... a1fcffreedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not ne~ ,....,.,.. 

~n or review at this time. . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

APpealn I 
AY trlA!f4-;,: ~.f~ , l D - I] - JL 

SIGNED , DATE 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~. 0 J';;~t<d-- d~ tUld ~r-ZA {,,(2~ .. tf' 
I, ~~e.s:ea: 

~~. the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

-- ---, -------
hermore, I believe the current language aS~J.G'f3'CJsed'b'Y'th e ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 --

and adopted by the Boar 0 ~ . 15 provides the right balance of neighbor 

pro~~erate best practice horse boar i1'1g~ 
·-reVision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

p rot ecti on and freedom t o operate best practi ce horse board ing, and does not need 

rev ision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Vill age of Barrington Hi ll s Zoning Board of 

//2-I!(--~ 
SIG NED DATE 

ADDR ESS 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

We" 1>t7'-d~1;)5 k. EIl:.s. k-- Ve.kpc"d ... }L . E.( ltp",g;p&osti ~ek~lI"-ted ~ -to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

we ~ ,t;", o~~l~ 
Furthermore, ~believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

H ; ElLs 
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Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stl 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

er, which seeks to delete 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

ered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

~6'drili ",CC- ) (J1 ('~j--!:y 

"'1 ~/~1r ;2J 
ADDRESS &wn'cfh 1/(/15) T1 (a(}()/() 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, _-----'=E=--=-L-=-I-=Z=--=-4~_?___'M~~H_~/t'_'_N____'__ _ _"____p____'_~____=~'___..:;V__'____y ____ , a m opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

AP{;j!fl&: 
SIG ED I DATE 

eLIZA" ~fi{VY 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS b' 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member' 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, --t---\;:l'oo....-..-. ........... ~-----'---'['-'-r6-'-=-=-:.---"""--'--~-=---ot-----"'-..a=.-~-=--+----'-------'--"'---------"--- , am 0 p po sed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member D 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protecti o n and freedo m t o op erate b est p racti ce ho rse boa rdi ng, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

ri\c\rlGLrd V~ne5 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRE SS 

6rr~ tb'{ls 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

(~ 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIGNED DATE 

"i3oA./NI £. 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

ti,/Is, It, 

f;.Jdf~ 6 AJI~ 
UJ II..L J fOrA 6. (}z.,-I fifLS~_ 
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From: Barb Hills <barb@hillscap.com> 
Date: October 17,2016 at 2:43:03 PM COT 
To: "Bramsen, Betsy" <BBramsen@spray.com> 
Subject: Re: Zoning Board of Appeals Meeting Monday October 17th 6:30pm Countryside School 

Dear Barrington Hills Zoning Board of Appeals, 

We wish there be no changes to the 2015 zoning regulations presently in place re horses living in the 
village. 

Thank you, 
Paul and Barbara Hills 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, KoJ I'ltl [YlfUYI (JYYI S , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this tim e. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barr ington Hills Zoning Board of 

Barn ndfz;y,-'---fh'-----'-Jl'S----/J_)_L __ Lo_o C> J -=-b ___ _ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
-Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

TI'. 111,1 P. # 0 Uj io V] 
I, ~ l.,A../r" LA./.) , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at thi s time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
'Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, 
'--l , r vel' f\, t-e..r , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code , 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practi ce horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time, 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals , 

~~ .. ~_ __'0----l---/iLf I J~ 
~ DATE 

____ ----2~=-=-=_J"'\_ A ~ ,{:-e...r Po v.-~ ~ ~. ,~ 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 
1:2/ . E:-c-C;:J~ tt'.d_, ~ __ 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 ~ 

I ' C'( _., ~~rue & -€ V-
I, ,··-. \S~ QIj\6L ~e..t\ ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals., J L ,,.../ ..... _--
.! /'" 

I ./" ,.,. 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

c 1/:tA 1h~1z 
I, ----"{/}11.~~~--:..".F-------::::;J----+------------ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision orreview at this time. . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

APpe~L 7/JC/!.-.j 
SiGNE~ ~'t: DATE 

PRINT!Ij1~ Lj fY/ ell () r; tI 
d.o6 !3I2Ii-E;!JtJ!2/V RD~ 

ADDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

() '""\0 
I, __ ---=-"_O_N_A~L_() __ '....J_=__.:._'__rJ_=__.$_c)_~ ___________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I bel ieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

/0 ~ /6 . 'b 
DATE 
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:LI jf{21NG- L-AAI£ 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIGNED DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 



From: "Bramsen, Betsy" <BBramsen@spray.com> 
Date: October 16, 2016 at 1:43:17 PM COT 
To: "Bramsen, Betsy" <BBramsen@spray.com> 

To the Barrington Hills Board of Trustees and Zoning Board of Appeals 

I have been a resident and home owner in Barrington Hills since 1969. 
My husband and I keep horses at our home and sometimes elsewhere in Barrington Hills. 
We are actively involved in most of the local equestrian organizations. 
I am very aware of pretty much all the horse activities in our Village and the various barns, whether they 
be small or large. 

I am opposed to the "action proposed" by ZBA Member David Stieper. 

The existing zoning regulations are appropriate for our Village and are working well. 

As Trustees and ZBA Members, I hope that you will recognize the equestrian heritage of Barrington Hills 
(as well as the equestrian life here long before our Village was incorporated). 
And that you will acknowledge how very important preserving this equestrian heritage is to the future 
character of our community. 
Horses living in our Village and the equestrian activities that take place in our Village are a major 
ingredient making Barrington Hills the unique community it is. 

Sincerely. 
Elizabeth Bramsen 
26 Ridge Road 
Mc Henry County 
Barrington Hills 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,,~~~~~~~~~~~,~\~~~~J~er~)~~~ll~.~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and f reedom t o operate best practi ce horse boardi ng, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement 
Concerning the Amendment Proposed by ZBA 
Member Stieper to Delete Ordinanace 14-19 

I, Janet Nestrud, am opposed to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member 
David Stieper, which seeks to delete Ordinance 14-19 from the village code. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills 
Zoning Board of Appeals. 

Printed Name 

3 J~ liJ1ea~cJ iJr, 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIGNED 

PRINTED NAME 



From: Ulrich <ucgeissler@hotmail.com> 
Date: October 17, 2016 at 10:57:10 AM COT 
To: "88ramsen@spray.com" <88ramsen@spray.com> 
Subject: Horse Zoning in Barrington Hills 

To the Zoning Board of Appeals, 
After attending numerous meeting of the ZBA, I, UC Geissler and Adrienne Pot of 16N684 Healy Rd. 
Barrington Hills do not favor the David Stieper proposal nor the Drury Amendment and ask the ZBA to 
continue with present regulations, adopted in 2015. These regulations provide adequate guidelines to 
protect our equestrian and residential way of life and the historical character of our village. 
Sincerely, 
Ulrich C Geissler 
Adrienne Pot 

Sent from my iPad 



From: Rusty Hart <bellkeep264@gmail.com> 
Date: October 17, 2016 at 2:17:39 PM cor 
To: "Bramsen, Betsy" <BBramsen@spray.com> 
Subject: ZBA 

I moved to the Barrington Area from Maryland over forty years ago. When I knew that I would need to 
live in the Chicago area, I did my research, looking for someplace that resembled the rolling hills I was 
used to and an encouraged an equestrian lifestyle. And though it was not an easy find in the flatness of 
Illinois, it was ALL here! It has been a wonderful way of life and there is nothing that needs to be 
changed. Rusty Hart 

Helen Russel Hart 
264 Oonlea Road 
Barrington Hills, II. 60010 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I,~~~~~~~~(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

SIGN ED 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

U;I1W Vl4vJ VU~tN 
I, ________________________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

APpeaIS,~ 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

'~V{j. ~ cJ e e'.-
1, ________________________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-1 9 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, 1 believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides th e right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ;;; dtA f $ce~ ,am opposed / . e-
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David St ieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I bel ieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 prov ides the right ba lance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Vi ll age of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PRINT D NAME 

/2-~ &/~/C' l7~ ;,~cl 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendmen roposed by ZBA Member 
Stiepe(te Ordinance 14-19 

I, , am opposed 

o the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

re ord of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

~ __ ~~~ ___ ~ __ ~ _______ ~_v~_~ __ ~~~~(~~ 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1,~~~~~~,/~!~~r~~~~~,~~~(~5t~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~aJLJ..-- cO~ (SM/h~ Q~~~~p~osed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-1 9 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIGNED 

PR INTED NAME 

ADDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I'~'~~~~~' ~~~.~~~~~~~~~&~L~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

DATE SIGNE .~ . 

l' cA--tc--
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1, ~~l_~~_~~J~~~LA~C~/U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

/O-/I}-(/ 
~~ _ ___ DATE 

}/f6XSZ! V ,t6-., -/ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

..... ~",........ the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

/o-/7-/~ 
DATE 

3" J ""1- Pt~ 

~ ~~~ l-A-~ ~ 
ADDRESS 

fufZft, (J c;:-.U ~ -5:\ LL S ,"]:L , ~C'O /() 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, liSe! Rzeszutek:,. Vlani.'L 8ze5Z~ C\v{stwhzr Rw.z~rt~p0e~dq R2eS'wkk. 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, -")_~-'---'S~Z_',J--?_t...(---L--_5(--L' ~'_S?-J--!I':3"c:=lL.At?u.-......~,-l.1--vl.(.~"'..-:r--",--,1~L~ ________ , a m opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-1 9 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right ba lance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

PRINTED NAM 

ADDRESS 

IS ,q..a-IZ. (,rv.. rJ'&.-v J.,.( ( l. s-... S It.. (DOlO 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ---I--'--\-~~-IF-\,...-->-'''---'--''''-'' W"-----=--______________ , am opposed 

n proposed by ZBA Member David St ieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Vi llage Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the publ ic record of the Vi ll age of Barrington Hi l ls Zon ing Board of 

Appeals . 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, -~~~t-~[Ag~~~~:=1~~~~~~~~~~~~~, am opposed 

e amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right ba lance of neighbor 

protecti on and f reedom t o operat e best practi ce horse boa rdin g, and d oes not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Vill age of Barrington Hi ll s Zon ing Board of 

Appea ls. 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1/-7) / I -L// ll ) 
I, 9/{Y!JeIt?'I~ ,amopposed 

to the amendment pro~6ld by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

O rd inance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revis ion or review at this time . 

To be entered into the pub li c record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

DATE 

6(}OIo 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

{~:c ~ 
I, -T-=...-c------+-----'----I-------"'---+--+L"--~-_r__~ 

ent proposed by ZBA Member David tieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

6~/O 
--+~~----~~-----~----~-~~--=~ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

DlfCUJ 
, am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

. and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

.-
I lage of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PRIl'-JiED NAME -----------------------------

-------_._------... -----.. --------.• ----_ ... _ .. _------- -- .---- .. ----- _ ...... _-----_._---._-_._._----_._-



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

, ~ ----$ :=-?J L,-o D~ £, -r -r 
....t-- I ---------- , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and ado~ted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

AD RESS 

8 .... t:r~ t;;,.. #;//'S 

--------------_ ... -_ .. _--_._---_. --_._--- ---- -. ---_._-.-------_._._-_._---------_._-_._-



Barri·ngton Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~--;Ch(I·)i7~~odJlf._f ___ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

Z::==Cs-== ~ 
Ch n shv1f>.-~-«---l-l-f--------

PRINtED NAME U ----
AD RESS 

8--~~ t:M. ,4';/4-

-------------.-----~ .- .-----~---------. -. -, ,-.. -.. - .. - .. -.-----~---. ----_ .. _-_.'-_ .. _-------



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, wh ich seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

PRINTED NAME =---

ADDRESS /' 

< 23hAA/~6w /114 -:¢L 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

4>ii (V b~ ~ex I, ~~,-----,,----=----::=----------,-~----,-_-=--..c~~~---'~---\------i_~ 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member Davi 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

IGNED 

KcJ-,~ Ko~ TsQJ'(6~S 
PRINTED NAME 

l~ 

to AT~(( ~ 
~ALA~ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, _~~· ~~~~~t_~~_~~~_r~~·~~~~~~'~~~0~~~~~~f~~~~~~~ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

r---- IL tV~ J ~~ \' ~~ 
~ 

PRINTED NAME 

22 6 We Sf te\e( WIJ.'1 
ADDRESS 

8a.'Y'l'Y7JhW1 h;)/~ J) 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1,~~~~~1~~1~~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA M ember David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the publ ic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

AP~ 
SIGNED DATE 

UtNlSl 1.: TbL~wr;:5S: 
~[/ 

} L bCJ CJ/O 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I' ~~~· ~~~~~~· ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Vil lage of Barrington Hil ls Zoning Board of 

Appea ls. 

PRIN:: NAME 3 2 ,C/ 
~ss 

/0 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

/??:"~ "I" J:/ D. t-t, :;-c... 1 ) C () G K I, __ 09( __ t-r:::c>_--'K'------'--""~~h=_ ______ ___'__t-t_=_ ________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

~~R-' c\(.~(tJN 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~~ / J<l~.A("J ¥P!/lJ ~'-k~ 1>.,,4<-1 
I, v:.D O-V, $1 :r'J.--~ 1J=-- ' am opposeo:5 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

-~L-
./ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I,~·~P?~ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

PRINTED NAME 

rL - -



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,, ~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the publ ic record of the Vil lage of Barrington Hi lls Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

S I~~CA .~ \l). t2·2l)I~ 
DATE 

PO-W\-e.J.A A· h-nVF-~ 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS ..... 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1,~«\(5 f( .. WI9 bN ~R / am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Vill age of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PRINTED NAME 

- --tLC{ B~;Nl-eR Rei 
ADDRESS 

lJq J<R LJtJ'(~TqlV [ II- 60(31_0 _____ _ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Vill age Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIG NED 

PR IN TED NAME 

ADDRESS 

~i-,/~ 
" "AN [! 't f fi. I<~ Ettie /1/ 

t/ () V/I L-L£ 'I/)I<- I 

/)-/-1 f ~ 1(1/0/ TtJ N /-1/ t-L~ I / LL 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Village of Barrington Hil ls Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIGNED ~ J L 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

+L. ~ 0010 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~ Y21. ~g_, am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 
,. --::::: 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIGNED 

PRINTED NAM 

ADDRESS 

~/-U7L~ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

El fLO- bd-h Fo~ 
I Y t" 'G { , am opposed , ~Ct eA J'V' r' 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, wh ich seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

l O~g 5 6ra.JLbunt R-d, 
ADDRESS 

13a-r ri :J +en HI lis TL Co 00 I D 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, 

to the amendment proposed by Z Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Vill age Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, __ ,;.}--=-_, t::')=--.LL/f-!tlL----=O=----.c~=_"'t>""_';J~IJ'_'t£ ___ .- __ L'--"L. _ ______________ , a m opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Vi ll age of Barrington Hil ls Zon ing Board of 

Appeals . 

00'1 10 d 0/ t;:. 
DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRES S 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1, ________________________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, 1 believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper t a De~te Ordinance ,1)--19 

~(J I~r~ 
I , am opposed 
f . 10le amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

<D r ' inance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

F~ hermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protecti o n and freedo m to operate best practi ce horse boa rding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be enter~d7 the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

:G:P (~ ~ 14 IO!tO(:T~ 
.::/0 l-f Jv K t:f+-.A c 4--7,--1 IF Ii-I ve- 1< t=-t+D 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRE SS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~~~ ~~~dcr ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~~ W~~~~ D!~(q{ 1(' 

{kl N '±et fU) T ki L-a /L 

S IGNED~ ~ ~A~ 
~o..1\~~'€., L. vJ O-V'-re, 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

€:o.r f \ "g UY' \~ ", \\ 'S \ "\ L 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, __ 3~l::>~s~('--f'P----'''-''--_S'_' _ h __ ~_~_'$_e_I __________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

d into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

f6/q 16 
DATE 

S', tA-1(?~S ·P~ 
PRINTED NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

I L 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, 1~-lli, M~tJ+-f~ky ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

sCPp-ib M~\lVL --r~ to.- li - I? 
DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

W;y\'~(\,v) l ~ 
ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,-;- ,L J1 " 
I, _ '--'-/ --'---f ----'-' /~'_. ---'-; +-1 -+rr-'---"v:'-------L...Lj---J--.lL~--"--tlLL4_\,1A"--"-:S~'--------- , a m opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code, 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time, 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals, 

/D --/,- I (p 
DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

LOy H/JI 3 <>f 

IL & () 61 tJ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I,~~~~t~~~~~~~~~~' ~~~~. ~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

ADDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

SIG NED DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

/J-3 tv;<J6dl'/ wA;;~v (."I{/ 
ADDRESS 

L3/YIV2-//VtltJ~ )//w5 J I~ b()cI/O 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~\ceL (j}ej 'J)v\V\\t~ (lle1 ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

GNED 

~~(,fC A. CulQ 
PRINTED AME 

10 1M / LRA n (/ 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I,Jh 'j;;; . z ~ fi: IjtJr-plJy ,am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, Ed ttS!.wL ~~ f),~ !th;1r:l:;posed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Vill age Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PRINTED NAME 7 

3('; li3a.\h1MQ/'v (!,-~CI£ !v6,ecrH-



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I' ~~~_~~~~~~~~~~£~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~~~~~~~~~~~ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIG NED 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1, ~_~~_~~r_J~' ~~~~~/ ~~~~_~~O_~~/~~~q~~~~~~~~~~ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~t'1 ~ 
SIGNED ~ 

/0 - 9- I C, 
DATE 

L-( I "7 
ADDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

" . 

PRINTED NAME 

//7 I3k/~\hY k?c;~ J 8/1 
ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1,~~~~~i~l ~~~~~~~/~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

/0)/Q/;;;DI6 
DATE 

ADDRESS 

f3C/('L04~ /h//S 
~ I / 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, S3k~Q~cJ:) ~ ~ ,am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David St ieper, wh ich seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 prov ides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Vi llage of Barrington Hi ll s Zoning Board of 

ADDRES S 

B,ff{f({~~TOd 
r 

/C.. ~f2t.2/t2 - 2~ (I 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

"--). "'-\IV\. d- la..v «("A L...~\ <. r 4.. (" I, _ --'--rP __________ ,-'------_-=.:>_'--=--__________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Vill age Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

lic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

/D ·-DCf-/~ 
S DME 

A ~/M. y({'/s (;~v' 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

PDfV"'~'" t4-; [l s ( :tL 00 0 (0 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~,ee_ {jJej 3~v\\t~ [cle; ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PR INTED AME 

10 1M / LRA n c/ 
ADDRESS v 

J,iAmfljfon tAw 111-- paOlO 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~~·j;) .Z~fi I-jtJAf?Ay ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

~~~d~ 
~1Jj V, /5A-R-c.ft-O iF HtJty?lIy 

/1 ff!o/f!-E L#-~£ 

/ (/{J I 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

. ; w~ e)l-- 1/ ~ 
I, &J Iij:S!uM. _~~ I Zb;{l /p~/t,r':m opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I' ~~~-~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~~~~~~~~~~~ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIGNED DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

/
v1 ' \ /I If' 

I, ___ l _D..-_('---1J~~ ---'--Y'--',_-€-=--__ l..,_ <"----=-------=--I -'-r1-'--~I---------_ , a m opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~~~ 
SIGNED 

/0 " 9- I C, 
DATE 

'-( I 7 
ADDRESS 

~ 0 of (/ 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 
/' J, \ 

1/' / . ../ '., 

S I G~%!01/I' ~4fr7/ 
, &sfh-' Lytlr-

PRINTED NAME 

117 13k I~\ i f~ k?OCL J 811 ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I/~/~~~~' l~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~/amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, wh ich seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Vi ll age of Barrington Hi lls Zoning Board of 

Appea ls. 

/0//0/ ;;lD/ C::, 
DATE 

ADDRESS 

;3c/YI 'tOCt~ fbJls 
~ I I 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, Sk¥ljZ"1"~ ~ ~ ,am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, wh ich seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revis ion or review at th is time . 

To be entered into the p ub lic record of the Vi ll age of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appea ls. 

aa~,-~r~ /cl'o~/I~ 
~ ,I' b C\ C l\ A .k~h /45TAAlL £ ( 'E: Elk f-lL-<£/2.4= ~PR I NTED NAME ! ' 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

lic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

/0 '-Dq--/~ 
S DME 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

P.u-v,',-b" ~; (\ \ { 1-L 00 0 (0 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1,Jl2a1Gj UL Wil;, CZ' /)1 S , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

fn · ':Pv .~ 
SIGNED ~ 
~ &Ky (1,) W ~ \ I; OMS 

ADDRESS 

torr; n?ifn (ot)()LO 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

11___./ '7l ,..- -
I / --~L--J'----"4c6~'/'-I---1 ---,-I · -J..H-L------"~~O~R+--iL:.==-' 4'-----b-'/:L-----________ / a m opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIG NED 
CLt;, 71 n 

-r:bU5~/n 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

O~ M1d. Jl. . gr~is 
1, ___ ~~atU:,:.=-_~=-___ -------,/f}1J1~---=-----=-~_~~ _________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Vill age Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protecti o n and f reedom to operat e best p ract ice horse boarding, and d oes not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIG N ED 

P-fhU.. M .. ?'eTR'''hr/~ 
PRIN TE D NA M E 

'-# 5wrrt..·eC~€- ~D 
A DDRE SS , 

84~(rJc,roJl jIIL~I/6~10 

~~/Oj//'i? ~ DATE /1 
fin n E £e±rditis 
A1't 'Sfee fleci:a~~ ;a 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 

Stieper t e~et.e ~~inance 14-19 

N U tv fLLi-~ ,am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be ent r d into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,~(-;/7 
I, ---f}"b--I------'L.../'--------f---l~"-----__ft_____~--------"~-------- , am opposed 

proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-1 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I,~~~~&~I ~~~u~f~~~' ~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIG NED r DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRE SS 

if b j,J I ~O 1l..4y f.1 (I.e. k~) 

6A ~~; ~11ofl If;( /-=, / -:II)' 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~~~~~~~~~~. ~~~" ~~~/ ~~ ~~~~; ~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

/~# 
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PRINTED NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

~~u~. SIG~ \. 

Jd'- C-~ !Q ~'" ~ s k ; 
PR IN TED NAME 

ADDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement .Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I'~~~~~~~~~' .~~~~~. ~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I be li eve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIG NED DATE 

Mllesr p, r;;/ r;} 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRE SS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, Q.~ ~mV\f\f06= , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-1 9 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practi ce horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

APP~~AL~ 
DATE 

PRINTEsser kL 'tNt:ll 'in 
ADDRESS D ~ 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ___ f\1--=---'--' -----'c.=---o<-Id=-"Pr-~~~L---J-=------:...-~----=~=---' --=:.J4L_,A~fL,~L._C>-I'lL .... ' "'----_____ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19from the Vill age Code, 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time, 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals, 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,, ~~~a~~~~~~~b~I\~~'~I~~~~e~~\~4~~~, ~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 



Barrington Hills Lando""ner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, i h It.har-d ~ d , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 
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H\LL'S 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 

Stiep~r J oDelete Ordinance 14-19 ,amopposed 

to the amendment propo ed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

\ \ 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, f&wa::ra~) TerratJCe. 6 (t;?i;lsed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

D DATE 

'Flu-Ltc< Jar!ffbSLQ I T-e rcan~c..< G-zrtlb 
PRINTED NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, __ ~_O<._tA._~_S ____ ?_\ A_~_e._('_'f"'., __ ~_~ __________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zon ing Board of 

Appeals. 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

-J .~~ /O ~l() _I' 
-S I-GN-E-D------------------------------~~,,~-----------------DA-T-E 

:JoS~Ft-1 ASfSOul) 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

6 0 0 I () 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~~~~~.~~~~~~~~: ~~~~~~(~~~~~Uc~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

Appeals . 

PRINT ~rePrt: {3uc 

7 7 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1, ________________________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, 1 believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

'~(' (AAD...,..,-J ~ / /J 0 ~,.-y] d I, __ -'---_1-_ l _ f_ r ... ----LL----"=L==--'"~f__='_-L~-""::=---=' '-"'-__________ , a m oppose 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIG NED 

.--:--
/ \ Mo--r}{ '-( 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRE SS 

~~~r0 LS-\Q N \-l \ LLS> 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ----1--\---'~~~r----\-----4-l'-"--'=.,----'-----~=-------------- , am opposed 

proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals ~J ~/ R~ 
SIGNED ~ 0 

K -e~C 21. :\<oberis 
PR IN TED NAME 

ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,, _~~O~Q~~~~~~L~.~,~~~~~~~j~~~o~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

an? a~op~ed by the Board of Trustees in 201 ~ provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

CJ~ /. ~y\<U\A""-=c---
SIGNED --

DoR'\~ / L, __ , ~\1Y)~ 
PRINTED NA~ 

_ dID 8 :::B~~£1u ~\=" :1ka cL 
ADDRESS 

B(J.{~~~j Pj To "'-- J-L 11.$ j r L (,f) () I D 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Am~ndment Propose·d by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

/.7 ) " h D ? ,' I, _---I~;""'_::---'(\."_):...=A/'__IJ_, ~_';_-,,~..,..p..<,/, (u.;...te=e:....:::.''>It..c...:' ,__' _______ -'---_____ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of -

Appeals. 

SIGNED .... "-.-/ > '-." '_" _J DATE 

---" ) "'" 
i~eY')w"'6-:: ' ( - -:-~~ev4--

PRINTED NAME 

/ I 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Am~ndment Propose"d by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,:-:'), '-'1J ~., 'I" . :;> ~.7/ d I, __ -+.(~/ ... --"",-,') I"""..;.. ...... V-.:..JC".=..-- ~"'L_-L-~)~'--';I--'E='-"-··-"'e=-, =-~="-=.- .'---__________ , am oppose 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adoptee! by the Board of Trustees in 2015 p~ovides th.~ right bal_~nce of r:~ighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of . 

Appeals. 

, . 

DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

- - .,'? 
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ADDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ;:JoJ.JAiHAb..J }(t:1bRrV ·-iJiII 1Z46fltU ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at th is time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hi lls Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

-ft!~~ /3tkr/6 
DATE 

. rJ(1/ K46-/l!\.J 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

/1>rOl1e fOr7/ :£L bcv/o 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper ~ Delete Ordinance 14-19 

Ii c./S S €" LC . S:-c--t/v~ /fA../ 

I, (!;~~ Schu[JjtV} ,amopposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

jO-lt-l(p 
DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

AD 3 ESS f~ tUJ neJ 9aKS Jqt1( 
J 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 



to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which see 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

\)dbj 
PRINTED AME 

ADDRESS 

6 <?"Dlo 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, La 4 fI J b"-L-' ~b -=-o-,,~~ol _____ _ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code, 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

J CJ · / dJ .~ / 6> 
DATE 

LA.lAf/i- Abbo~~d~ ________ __ 
PRINTED NAME 

ftg k .... h CL c..1, C. "'j e.s :- -r.: 0.. rr. t) p po s-e.-d 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopt ed by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Boa rd of 

APpeaISjF?~ /0 --/0 ~2p/t 
-S I~G-NE-D-4~-------~~~~~~------------------------------~D-A~TE 

PR INTED NAtftk h 0.- {i ~ 
ADDRESS 

:5u~:.cL !-Lift; a 



Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

Ch/J~}..Q/ ~. ~r'(l'ev d I, _~ __ -+ ______ tt-,------_-+-___________ , am oppose 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Me ber David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIG~-
PRINTED NAME " 

ADDRESS 

~ h~\"'" ~~\ '> 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~ b S NED 

PRINTED NAME 

DDRESS 

b"-f- JJ- G,~ l0 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the publ ic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

/0 --J/--) ~ 
DATE 

ADDRE SS 

:B {frLQ.:n.(!/Or) fte lis I IL. fa 00 \ 0 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

' ~0/!/J s ~ D~Ct/l'1o 1, _________________________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, wh ich seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, 1 be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Vil lage of Barrington Hil ls Zoning Board of 

Appea ls. 

SIGNED 

c/C /fA/ S . b"Cr- ):..1 0 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

, am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the rig ht ba lance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Vill age of Barrington Hill s Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~(Jro77l)( A. ~Q~ 
PR INT ED NAME 

ADDRESS 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

, am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

~yp£ 
SIG NED .... 

/L1,·cho..e I c b~~GO Jf 
PRI f\fTE[)NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1, ~~~~_J~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ ,amopposed 
ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

PRINTED A 

i:1 ~f\ l\lJE-m · 
ADORES 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

U\~f\U ()L L t. I ~ 
I, __________ ~_'__ _ ____=_~~=_V'-' __________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals WJ 
SIGNm

Q toltll {Co 
DATE 

AD RESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1, ~~~I~~~~~la~~~~~~~~~~~~" ~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

~d'bLLa t2~-U'-
SIGNED I 

GI's:e/c( .:3a_,Lfe..- n Spe.T~ e Y 

/ 0- 1/-.zO /~ 
DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

£&1AcA 
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Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

-----+t------tt'----+------------ , am opposed I, ChllJ.)k y. G4('(l' evt 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Me ber David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

to - l\- \~ 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

l.~) 1 /J f r fJ ,.Q.. 
I, . _\..b-!~ ~ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, wh ich seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at th is t ime. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Vi ll age of Barrington Hil ls Zoning Board of 

Appea ls. 

SIGNED 

PR INTED NAME 

ADDR ESS 

~ I . -'-

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIG NED [ 

10d~ fi~ 
PR IN TED NAME 

~I D-hs (;<;ao.cL 
ADDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Pro~~sed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete OrgJhance 14-19 

.... \ , 

I, /41H/~ li/Lh ,am opposed 

to the amendment propose~~ er David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from thef ill,i\fle Code. '''' , . 

,~ J 4 
Furthermore, I believe the current language a{ p l posed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Truste.6'in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

Appeals . 

SIG NED 

PRINTE~.-9J M· II~ h 

ADDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

~~ ~4Z&~ ~ 
1i,(~/K.6L QuAA:5 

PRINTED NAME 
E/~/J L"- ~e/4'J 

ADDRESS 

/d ._//-/.?
DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ?Q,=~O Lol"'&, IV\ ich:.e\ lc,,,,J, rv\;\::wo\ L"Jn~,NCi,,)~Sn~~£sed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

12~,at,J) 11 
~NED ' 

AdDRESS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

(~AfP.-e~ ~yy\A;../ 1, ________________________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, 1 be lieve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

S I GNED~ :Cu 
PRINTED NAME 

I / y ~JUuJU-( 
ADDRE SS , 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

SIGNE DATE 

PR INTED NAME 

it J ' 
ADDRESS 

/1(-1- b{h) 10 



Barrington Hills Lando""ner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~. i.J\ 
I, ___ -1_o_~_\1\._=__M~_l _'-_ lO_~ _______________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

/0 
SIGNED 

PRINTED NAME 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~ 0, V"'<' H Gct'i. '-' / ~ nd 00 t!:a~osed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or rev iew at th is time . 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Vi ll age of Barr ington Hi l ls Zon ing Board of 

:; 1/1 ()~/r: lido 1/ &I: . a e:cI'Y'I'vh?l/ ;ZZ 
ADDRESS ' I 

6 CJO/O 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1, ________________________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

S IGN~~~ /o-/~-/p 
DATE 

PRINTED NAME I 

ADDRE SS 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1,~~~~~7~~~~~~_~~_~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

DATE 

PRINTED NAME 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~~~~~ 
SIG NED 

PRINTED NAME 

L ~'f' W, &a4r L~ /zl 
ADDRESS 

~~, 1~?ClCJ/eJ 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~-:Udoa.m' J £v'eCQ) ~ ~ I\1cruCJrr~ ~opposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance o f neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~~~) 
SIG NED 

ID/?/Ifp 
I DATE 

·tJCUJ~tLfa) rYl c fUOrrl~' 
PRINTED NAME 

Ib f\A.~ H; (/ i<CX1C&., ~"n 

5'lct 

Hed. (\tt c, N.o Y'r' I S 
\ 

'1~~ 7J1cfl1~ 
6f0JVtedl . 
Ka.+t y v'\ (He. n1 D (' ('15 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~~~~(~~_~~,_~S __ ~_'_~~_-_-_/_~_(_- _U __ v_' ~_' _L_'_L_~~_~~~~~~,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

6'00(0 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, ~~~~~=-~~~~~'~' ~~~~_· ~~~_~-_~_~_c_~_')_V_,~~~\_\_,~, ~~~~ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 prov id es the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

\~ 
ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

PR IN TED NAME • 

ADDRESS 

13 It7eteIN (r-ftJ A I /hLf-£,:Z: L ~ () 0/ n 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, . ! r ' 6 {)1! V ) [ 5tL ,~~~~ ~J 
to the amen ment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete iv~ 6 
Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 
, , 

~ 
SIGNED 

~~ L- OL,SON 
PRINTED NAME ~ 

['3 \f\) 80 dC!ff'C e k f2-0~ d 
ADDRE SS 

ft:;ooiV 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, Yo '1:1 e Sh~ef:: d cy El~-;'lAe Sheph~;:qpposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

~J:5fo=;5Q ~ ~ Io/~~ 
l$rtll£- S h e?~ e ,d Lk/J!f;;VG ~-:5/fartet::P 
S-55 O~~ K~ot) .gel .. 

ADDRESS 

~O-,,£) ~±() V\ t-\.~\. \s 7 lL GOD I D 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, CMs1:iL'lbMS / £ALp;J ;J. ~6-e5 
t.j..{..~ ~'TL ~ A~ ~~ 

, am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I be li eve the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

~~ 10' :;-(k/h 
DATE 

/~~/-l// J ~v'>ES 
SIG NED 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

~!/J{(rf)rJ ;J'LL:) · 1L- bOo/!) 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

Harold K. Richter 1, ________________________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, 1 believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

1Ju»fJ 1/ 62~ 
SIGNED 

Harold K. Richter 
PR INT ED NAME 

DATE 

66 Spring Creek Road, Barrington Hills IL 60010 

ADDRESS 

1/ r (\\ 
Db}\JT F,x fTIFtr;\lfJiBROk'r-



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David St ieper, wh ich seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the pub lic record of the Village of Barr ington Hil ls Zoning Board of 

Appea ls. 

PRINEDNAME ~ 

ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills La·ndowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

Vu,~/--- 1v.f.~(~'~ I, _-L-6 ____ -=c1J------<-~ __ :.;____'~=_"~' _ _____"'L'____ _____________ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right ba lance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practi ce horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

6 
DATE 

ADDRESS 

'IJ.n "v- I -rv ( f OV\ 6vUIO 

J 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, __ ~(()( .A:b)Q~5~ _ _ ____ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

p'rotection and freedom to operate best practice horse board ing, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

DATE 

PRINTED NAME 

, A £}}6L§ ?o ItV1lT P t£ v_e _ ______ _ 
ADDRE~ 

Bft1e-~. (f\}bt ro0 l11 <..LS \ Sf- ~OO/O 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

______ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to op erate best p ractice horse board ing, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. ( 

?f.et&d to/tl/11o 
SIGNED DAT E 

PRINTED AME 

3 eagle VO \\1te d t \\1~._. 1_ BtIt v r'\ ~q ton h t'L l S ) .1 L.- ~oo 10 
ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, rlette Ao.derSOrl _ _ _ ~ _ _ __ , am opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the !?oard of Trustees in 2015 provides the right bal~nce of neighbor 

protection and freedom .to operate best practice horse board ing" and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington' Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

iQ/q /Ib 
DATE 

me tJte Anderson 
PRINTED NAME 



Barrington Hills Landovvner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

iu 
I, J C11b4J ~ O~u!J~u...~ am~SUf/0rlT 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 
~ 

OV "J01 _Q 
/ ) rtP 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balan ce of neighbor 

p rotect ion and freedom to ope~a~ best pra~tiihorsf.t~~~~~)O't. d~ ne~~. AJ i~ 
revision or review at this time. Y \. L v.- <r - ~ ;\ J « Y; \: ( 
{r'f'~/ ' P tJ S 177 () ~ 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

ADDRE SS 

~ ~ CS/(..A/'r fT1 aJ H \ (-L~ c ,l 
~/ f!) 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1, ______________________ , am opposed 

-)t
to th amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks tc? de le, te . J--I tJ ' II' ~ 

, /) J d ' II . -f ItA. e I a. ~ 
r ' ance 14-19from the Village Code,.5. t1- jiJ {) e:J( /v(~CI.- ~ vJ I tv. . ~ -

1:> CL <.-l::- i Y\ ~e. (OS, f-i'b Y1 r*'- t. c VfA Yl,,! e Vlc1e J h yAH ~ fl' r\ 12-Y g~;II.J 
s () CC- S ~ tl-v o,'d r IA.. H ,. Yl d- ~ e' 1// d c---y- i' lt 'rlt ./ 

~. Furthermore, 1 believe the current language as proRo~sed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 . e. 
. J \. c/ 7'" e:( .e <;. , Ji'Vt / cl ~ f- d r-

an a pted by the Board f Trustees In 2015 191OQ'! l gli~ the FI!3 1 t be l; 1 @@ ~i ne~,ghbor5 . 

/ j 
i'YL +i~ ,tJ,,: ~ C'J . .(:. <LeI? \Ie 

C
rotection anc;l freed,om ~~ operate best practice horse boarding, SAd 9996 A~ I \ ' 

. tit! r ~1Ae.u:lS' of eJ'. o..~ 4> '''V1d OW.~S; , j, . tfhj!£h'b"" 
~)'\ .\' ~ ~ -efvv~e ell Ii\. "\ ' ~ r ~~yUv' U-A- o{.(JPf ,'" ,P~1-z 

e. ~ \ "" ~ , To be entered into the public record of the Vil lage of Barrington Hil ls Zoning Board of f?;S f£V l 
(t J/vv Jo- Appeals t;,: / "S,\.'1 t4 
b~ t\~ ! j I (.'te· '-' 

.(000-- J %12 c;0tt1cY(~ Me f(O t'-o:. ,\fh/l 0... -e.Uja.r:J ~ k 
\' \ SIGNED If' (J J DATE J, r'1 

I Irit]\c d~h~~ 
PRINTED NAME ( {Ai h...t"e-4 

? r-o ve..d -h b 1'~ 
ADDRESS ~ 

4..CLk...f "'~ 
-fLo.,~ --------------------------- Co: Sl).).....p 

OytJ 0-
~~trs) 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I/U t: JJ )1f rt fl wi 
/ ~ Ep/e dE M , lI-t1r/jllfAN oJ- /!C-L-£,K vv. #tJrrM!'~ am epPge9S IA. f'ttuor()1 

~ the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

Fbi tl ICFffiere , I be lie v e the eUi l ei ,t laRg , lag e as p roposed by the ZB 6 iR Ord inance 14 19 .,,!J lit (/ 

"Ad adop ted by t ilE Beare 91 lil ,stpes ;n 2015 e rovides the ri s ht balance of opigbba[ I,J--'Wld 
p.rotecti9R and freesg m to operate best pract ice horse boardi ng and do@~ Ret need 

r~ i s i O i 1 0 1 i ev ievv at Lids t il i Ie . 

To be entered into the public record of the Vil lage of Barrington Hi lls Zon ing Board of 

Appeals . 

PR INTED NAME 

~o% 
ADDRE SS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 ~ I , 

. LV <I- J ~" . } J~? ,I.{ L/ /U J ~, IYIf,~ I .)jJ rr.; 

o A l'1£5 It UMA-;JrJ 2' ,amopposed I, 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

~~~~ __________ ~~6 
SIGNED 

PR INTED NA E 

ADDRESS 

, ~~;UG.JO.N HI'u.s. -:1L betiO 
.J 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, _ 

o pthe amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinan~e 14-~~ ~~" .A \..AI,e:-r.. 
is ~6N l FICA NTLr ~ -l/ 

"' A~toPl>~~:£e :J~}of~~r1~¥h~ 0t~~!1~~~~"---AND '" Nl:::-cDS 
protection and freedom t9 9f3erate best pl8etiee I iep3e~~, and eloes Rst n§i~1 
revision <freview at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIGNED DATE 

A. ~dLS ________________ _ 

3:2 Llm£ BEJJl> ~cJ4l> 
ADDRESS 

Bfrteie IN G,]?,J JJ If I LLS I L- 6 tJ (I J t) 
._--

--._ .. _-_._ .. _--_ .... ---------_.- ---.. - .-- ..... " ..... - .. -----.-... ------.----------.... ------------~ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, 

o Fthe amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinanqe 14-~ ,.,-~. A '-AI"c:::-r-.. 
I S ~ 6N l F f CI'1 {\JIL, -t-'-..r'\ -f-,I 

ao.~ fdop~d, by the BO~ko of Jrl,.lstees in 2~QJ 5 P.r-Q~dg~ii ~hE!.. 0t balc:Eicl:# of t leigllbor ----;irAJD .. A ,~.--.,...... 
AI~C> .....,OeS NvT ~~ eG9tV.':JV1<:..t .tIf2jql+r...:=> . .rt-'v IvEc:::u...$ 
p(Q!ectioQ and freedom t9 a!3erate ee!t pi eetiee :rieF3e:e~-g, and does Rat oeM) 

revision 4"feview at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

/0/11/16 
DATE 

H'tktJ/( .J, COO LS 
PRINTED NAME 

ADDRESS 

f3 1rll..12! AI tfr To AI ).JIL L s!.fi. &, 00 i 0 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

(.). ~ >«.-. ,~opposed 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Fu rthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

p rotection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 
,... 

'-fI .~ ~ 
DATE 

L. Nu;?l?E. 
PRI NTED NAME 

AD DRESS 

~I/DI 0 

~~6,!J~ 
UJ I '-L I ~ 6. tJ'lA !l..fl.....fi2... 

--~~ 









Barrington Hills Lando\Nner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-1 9 from the Village Code . 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Vil lage of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

DATE 

ADDRESS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

1,~~~=_~~~_~~~~~7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

SIGNED 
~r;~ 

SiU 
PR IN TED NAME I 

DATE 

~~txJ-bU 1&'IfS/Lc 
bC~()1 C) 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from th e Vil lage Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protect ion and freedom to operate best pract ice horse board ing, and does not need 

revision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appea ls. 

SIG NED 

PRINTED NAME 

ADDRE SS 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

I, lNl1lte~ <G n~0fi/ <6Q .. b4~C< R)~~opposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

protection and freedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not need 

revision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals . 

16 .. [1-110 
DATE 
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Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,,_~_' _~_~_~._~_~~L __ · ____ ,!~)~ 
to the amendment proposed b BA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de I ete ____________ . 

Ordinance 14-1 9 from the Village Code. __ -------
..-..-"'~ 

-~,.".--~.-..---.. 
Furthermore, I believe the current..J.elf'1~ as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

~d by t~tees in 2015 prO\~ht balance of neighbor 

protectioD ... a'l"l'd"kedom to operate best practice horse boarding, and does not ne~ 
............ 

~n or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

JD - J] - /L, 
DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~~ cP~"Y0~~ #;~_tU/~ 
I, ~ ~ ~a5€iiL 

... ~'the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code . 

~ 

hermore, I believe the current language as...QJ..Gf>OSed~h;;;;;~~rdinance 14-19 --
and adopted by the Boar 0 . 15 provides the right balance of neighbor 

pro~erate best practice horse boar I ~ 
·-reVision or review at this time . 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

~ SI ED DATE 

L.o~ 
PRINTED NAME 

/03(7 /~~~4. 
ADDRESS 

<J1;~ 7' ;5a~ ~ 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

,, __ ~_n_n_~_L_~~~W_~_h_r ________ ~~~/~ 
~ the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to de lete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

roposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

revision or review at t 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

~. ~ J?if~4- ~~ tv/,d ~rv {,(2~ .. ;f' 
I, ~~'f3e:sea: 

~~' the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

-----
~ hermore, I believe the current language as..,&lI..Gf3'OSed '"bythe ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 --

and adopted b~y~t;h;e BB;oa3rrdootLr.t;;l;'t!~~· ;2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

pro~erate best practice horse boar ~ 
. - n::!Vision or review at this time. 

To be entered into the public record of the Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

ADDRESS 

){~~Pa~~ 

DATE 



Barrington Hills Landowner Statement Concerning 
the Amendment Proposed by ZBA Member 
Stieper to Delete Ordinance 14-19 

W~J J:>?I1!Jla5tVa.
J 

I LU41JtlF~ Jaru hdJ,JW>,amopposed 
to the amendment proposed by ZBA Member David Stieper, which seeks to delete 

Ordinance 14-19 from the Village Code. 

Furthermore, I believe the current language as proposed by the ZBA in Ordinance 14-19 

and adopted by the Board of Trustees in 2015 provides the right balance of neighbor 

p rotection and freed om t o operat e best practi ce ho rse boa rdin g, and d oes not need 

revision or review at this time. 

e Village of Barrington Hills Zoning Board of 

DATE 

l&eJj~/&J HOS
J 
u...urfAL~~ 7~/I~hcH.- 6ms 

90 Jv(;p hJ tL!,e; il 
ADDRE SS 

:3fMn~g/tM, L/-d)f~ /1- ~di)/ 0 

j(}-I/-!h 
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